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ABSTRACT
This descriptive study extends comectional literacy education research into a new

Canadian federal prison - the Edmonton Institution for Women - during its fkst year of
operation (November 1995 - November 1W6), where students and teachers struggle to

leam and teach amida a new philosophy of corrections for women and a new vision for
the education of women, yet also arnida debilitating crises, disruptive change, confusion,
fnistration, anger, and death.
An historical o v e ~ e w
of prison education in Canada, a discussion of prison

ïteracy, examination of the education of kcarcerated wornen from a femùiist perspective,
and of noteworthy prison education programs and currida, serve as the background
against which the "Fireweed Education Centre," (the EIFW school), and its academic

curnida and supporting materials are descnbed. InteMews with teachers and with 14
inmate-students reveal many factors impacting women's education in this correctionai
setting, and illuminate the urgent requirement for rich and relevant leaming materials and
strategies.
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CHAPTER ONE

METHOD
Fire Flowers

And oniy where the forest fies have sped,
Scorching relentiessly the cool north lands,
A sweet wiId flower lifis its purple head,
And, like some gentle spirit sorrow-fed,
It hides the scars with almost human hands.
And only to the heart that h o w s of gneS
Of desolating fire, of human pain,
There cornes some p-g
sweet beliec
Some fellow-feeling beautifid, if brief
And Life revives, and blossoms once again.

Pauluie Johnson
This descriptive study extends comectional literacy education research into a new
women's prison where students and teachers struggle to l e m and teach amida a new
philosophy of corrections for women, a new vision for the education of women,

debilitating crises, dismptive change, confusion, frustration, anger, and death.
Research Questions
Through research carried out in the new Edmonton Institution for Womeq and

more specificaily within the prison school - the "Fireweed Education Centre" - this study
aims to address these research questions:
1.

2.
3.

What is the definition of literacy driving the Correctional Service of
Canada's prison literacy programme in the Edmonton Institution for
Women?
How do the iiteracy curriculum, instructional strategies and curricular
materials work to support this purview?
What are the impacts of this definition and its supporting cunicular texts
and instructionai methods for these women?

4.

Addressing the questions posed by Jonathan Kozol, yet in the context of
this more restricted purview: as a r d of their prison literacy education,
inmate-students will thus be "literate for what? competent to go where?
And skillful to acbieve what decent or destructive goals?"

Background to this Research

My experience as a volunteer literacy tutor with the Calgary John Howard Society
and additional volunteer work with women incarcerated in the Calgary Rernand Centre

sparked an interest in the education of incarcerated women. The young ages of the
majority of the women, the lack of education many of them exhibited, the knowledge that

many of them were mothers solely responsible for the care of their children, the apparent
ease with which they seemed to accept theû imprisonment, the prison as a place where

they met both niends and enemies and the a h o n "second-home" nature of the pend

institution apparent for some women, caused me a great deal of concem and weighed
heavily on my hem and mind. My concern deepened as 1 came to know some of the

women - to know them as women of warmth, strength, and humour. Not for a moment
condoning the crimes they had committed nor the harms they had done, 1 was nonetheless
haunted by the tragedies of the& lives.

Gaining Access
The Edmonton Institution for Women (EIFW) officially opened on November 17,
1995, as one of five new female facilities created pending the long sought &er closing of

the Prison for Women (P4W) in Kingston, Ontario. My research proposal was sent to Jan
Foq EIFW Warden, in late December 1995, and was subsequently forwarded by her to
the Correctional Service of Canada's (CSC) Western Region headquarters in Saskatoon,

Saskatchewan, for thek approval, which was granted in late March 1996, but of which 1
was not advised. In a foilow-up telephone cal1 to the Western Regional office in late
Apd, 1was apprised of this approval of access, and upon irnmediately contacting the

Warden of EIFW, 1 was given permission to begh my research at my convenience. At this
juncture, however, the EIFW cornmunity had expenenced several senous crises of such a

nature and to such an extent that demands were being made by the City of Edmonton for
the prison to be closed. By the end of April 1996 the prison was Mmially shut down

followïng the removai af all but eight of the women while CSC undertook a major
upgrade of the institution's security.
The initial proposal for my research had been strongly based in classroom
observation of the teaching strategies used in the literacy education of the students?as well

as exafnination of the curriculum and supporting texts used. The unforhinate events at
EIFW precluded my proceeding as originaiiy planned, however, and my visits to the

institution were delayed for several weeks as 1worked to rethink the f o m the research
could take in light of the significantly changed circumstances. And indeed, when 1did
amive at the institution for my fim visit on June 1 1, 1996,neither the teacher nor mident s

were in the classroom, the teacher being away on medical l a v e and the sole snident
working on her schoolwork in her living unit. No longer would it be feasible to cany out

research in the classroom as had been orighaily envisioned. Instead, in the following

weeks many hours were spent speaking with the first teacher contracted to instrua at
EW.
With the se-

upgrades completed in the late summer of 1996, September saw
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women at the medium and minimum security classifkations gradually transferred back to

EIFW,and I was able to proceed with interviews with eight inmate-students in October.
November 17, 1996,the first anniversary of EIFW's Opening, becarne the chosen end date

of my research there. As some of the women initidy at EIFW had been transferred to
other institutions, and as theû maximum security classifications determined they would not
be retuming to Edmonton, 1i n t e ~ e w e dfour women in the Saskatchewan Penitentiary in

Prince Albert and two women in the Regional Psychiatrie Centre in Saskatoon during the
final week of November, al1 but one of whom had been in the school at EIFW.
Saskatchewan Penitentiary access was gained through contact with the Manager of the
Female Unit at that institution, while access was gained to RPC through invitation f?om
the teacher there, a graduate student working with Dr. Michael Collins at the University of
Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, to whom Dr. Collins had spoken of my mdy.
Gaining Inmate Consent
Following the gaining of research access through CSC Regionai Office and the
Warden at EIFW, consent forms were presented to each of the women at EIFW at the

tirne of our i n t e ~ e wand were signed in my presence following my explanation to each of
them of the nature of my research and the contents of the consent forms. Consent forms
were sent to the Unit Manager at the Saskatchewan Penitentiary and to the teacher at RPC
pnor to my anival, accompanied by a cover letter to the inmates requesting their

participation in the research. At the Saskatchewan Penitentiary the consent forms had
been signed prior to my arrivai at the institution. Prior to the i n t e ~ e w s however,
,
1
explained to each student the nature of my research and advised them of the contents of

the consent fonns. At RPC the teacher offered me the opportunity to explain to the
women the nature of the research and to go over the consent forms with them prior to
their signuig.
The i n t e ~ e w with
s
ail of the inmate-students and with the second tacher were
tape recorded with their permission. My discussions with the first teacher were not tape

recorded, but rather field notes were taken, as it was anticipated there would be ample
time for obtaining formal data via the i n t e ~ e wprocess as the research project unfolded.
It was not anticipated the first teacher would resign part way through the data-gathering
process.

Once the interviews were transcribed, copies of the transcripts were fonvarded to
each of the wornen at her respective institution so each had the opportunity to read what
had been said and to delete any portions of the transcript ifshe so wished: none of the
wornen removed any of the transcribed statements. The transcripts were fonvarded in one
package addressed to the teacher or Unit Manager of the institution, with each woman's
transcript addressed to her and placed in a separate unsealeci envelope. When the
transcripts were fonvarded to the institutions, there was no way of ensuring the women's
confidentiality, for although CSC staff must check incoming mail for contraband, there is
nothing to prevent them ftorn reading the material, although they are not supposed to do
so.

Within this thesis the names of ail inmate-midents have been changed in order to
protect their identities. The real narnes of the teachers have been used at their requea.

Thesis Ovemew
This study examines prison education fiom an historical perspective; at prison
literacy in its many conceptions; at the education of incarcerated women fkom a feminist
perspective; and at some noteworthy prison education programs offered to various inmate
populations Erom unique sources. Recent literacy cumcdum developed for women is also
highlighted.
The prison environment at the Edmonton Wtution for Women is then entered,
where i n t e ~ e w are
s conducted with the teachers and those students w i h g to participate
in this snidy. Correctional SeMce of Canada documents conceniing prison education are

examinai and described, as are the cunicular matenais chosen by the initial teacher for the
students. Following completion of research work at this institution, i n t e ~ e w are
s
subsequently conducted with former EIFW inrnate-students now imprisoned in the
Saskatchewan Penitentiary in Prince Albert, and the Regional Psychiatrie Centre in
s field notes,
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. Foilowing the transcribing of all i n t e ~ e w and
texts are examined for themes arisuig from the words of students and teachers, with such
themes subsequently organized to iiiustrate factors cmciaiiy impacthg the prison
education enterprise for these parùcular women. The thesis concludes with a suong and
urgent recommendation for rich and relevant leaming materials and teaching strategies as

the crucial basis of women's education in Canadian federal penitentiaries.

Limitations of the Study
1.

It was impossible to cary out the research as originally proposed. The many

crises in the institution in the months between submission of the proposal to both the
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University of Calgary and the Edmonton Institution for Women, and gaining access to the
institution, necessitated a considerable change in research focus - fiom observation in the
classroom to a more direct focus on the cmicular materials and interviews with the

women. The focus subsequently became one of describing in as much detail as possible
the first year of operation of the Fireweed Education Centre.

2.

The anticipated number of students i n t e ~ e w e dwas greatly reduced due to the

partial ciosure of the prison.
3.

The absence of the teacher fiom the institutioq her correspondhg dl-heaith, and

her subsequent resignation reduced the amount of interview time available with her and
served to constrain the subject matter discussed.
4.

The unwillingness or inability of the Warden a d o r Deputy Warden to meet with

me constrained my ability to accurately reflect their vision for or view of education within
this prison setting.

5.

CSC mail security procedures made it impossible to ensure the i n t e ~ e w

transcripts wouid not be read when sent for review to the participants. Time and financial
constraims mitigated against subsequent travei to hand-defiver the transcripts to the
women in the Saskatchewan Penîtentiary and the Regional Psychiatrie Centre. In the case

of the Edmonton InNtution for Women, 1 was too trusting in believing the package sent
to the teacher comaining aii the transcripts, including hers, would not be intercepted by
sectuity, with the possibility they would be read by CSC staff.

Significance of the Study
There is at present a dearth of research addressing the Literacy education of women
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incarcerateci under federal sentence in Canada. This study contributes to the building of

such a body of knowledge. Being the fist educational research project canied out in the
new Edmonton Institution for Women, the m d y offers a unique description of the first

year of the prison school, the Fieweed Education Centre, including the challenges facing

both snidents and teachers as they stniggle to learn and teach in an unsettled and at times
volatile environment.
This study senres to make visible a usuaily invisible segment of our society,
specifically in regard to their iiteracy needs, and serves as a basis upon which to build

M e r knowledge of and support for iiteracy programming for female offenders both
within the prison setting and in the wider cornmunity. Illuminating the criticai need for
quality education for uicarcerated female offenders wherever they rnay be impnsoned, this

research highlights severai exemplary programs upon which such quality education rnay
efféctively be built.

CHAPTER TWO
Bl[STORY OF PRISON EDUCATION IN CANADA

The education of imprisoned men and wornen stands histoxically as a sigdicant
co~~ectional
component in the ongoing effort toward the rehabilitation of offenders. The

visions and possibilities held for prison education, dthough rarely realized, remah
reassuringly constant throughout the decades.
As part of its "Declaration of Principles," the American National Prison

Association announced in 1870 that prison education should play an integral part in
corrections.
Education is a vital force in the reformation of f d e n men and women. Its
tendency is to quicken the intellect, inspire self-respect, excite to higher airns, and
a o r d a healtffil substitute for low and vicious amusements. Education is,
therefore, a matter of primary importance in prisons, and should be carried to the
utmon extent consistent with the other purposes of such institutions. (Newman et
ai, 1993, p.22)
In 1872, at the First International Penitentiary Congress held in London, England,

Z. R. Brockway stated in lis address that:
The educationd effort in prisons, if made efficient for reformation. must be well
and thoroughly organized. No date-and- p e n d arrangement, with the teacher at
the cell-door occasionally, but a veritable school congregated, graded, and divided
into classes....The higher branches of study should be introduced, and inducements
offered to young, capable men to prepare themselves for particular spheres of
activity, even the leamed professions- (Neman, 1993, p. 22)

In mid-nineteenth century Canada, penitentiary education was the responsibility of

chaplains, and was thought of ui association with spiritual development (Cosman, 1981, p.

It was not u n d the 1936 Archarnbault Report, r e d t i n g from a Royal Commission

assembled to investigate the Canadian pend system, that the fïrst major recommendations
"advocating substantiai education in penitentiaries" was made (Cosman, 1981, p. 39).
Appaiied by the "pemuictory manner in which the Limited elementary academic

programs were being conducted in federai institutions," as weil as the "srnail number of
inmates exposed to any opportunities for educational advancement," the report cailed for a
cornplete educational system reorganization (Cosman, 198 1, p. 39). Recommendations
included revision and remodeiling of stdlicient depth to ensure provision of a
weil-rounded program of adult education structured to meet the needs, interests
and abilities on an individual basis of the potential student body, the majority of
whom [were] found to be academically under educated, vocatiody unskilled and
culturally deprived. (Cosman, 1981, p. 39)

In 1947, implementation of the Archambault Report recommendations was
examined by General R. B. Gibson, and was found to be inadequate. In 1956, the Fauteax
Cornmittee also examined and expressed dissatisfaction with penitentiary education
provision; yet again, in 1977, the Parliamentary Sub-Cornmittee on the Penitentiary
System in Canada expressed its aitickm of federd penitentiary educational services. "The
Sub-Cornmittee's report drew attention to deficiencies in terms of quality, course content,
curriculum, qualifications of teachers, and the meeting of extemal accreditation
requirements" (Cosman, 1981, p. 40). Such criticisms were deemed justifiable, for:
Penitentiary educaîion in Canada has been characterized by a generai lack of
interest in genuine educational achievement, by inadequate standards of tacher
seledon and training, by a lack of discrimination in rnatters of curriculum between

the trivial and the important, a lack of discipline and s r n i m e , and by a complete
lack of educational research. (Cosman, 1981, p. 40)
Such education was perceived mainly as either "a time-fihg activity whose main purpose

is to relieve boredom and soothe the conscious state," or as a way to provide skill-training
for the employment market (Cosman, 1981, p. 40). Academic education was found to be
largely a matter of skiIl-training, of the development of reading skills and
vocabulary and basic mathematics up to the grade 10 level, and of correspondence
courses, aimed at the passing of high school equivalency tests....Penitentiary
education has simply not been conceived of in terms of the development of the
powers of the intellect, in terms of enlightenment and the strengthening of reason,
in terms of the development of man an historical person of a society and a
civilizatioa Education in Canadian penitentiaries has been thought of m d y in
ternis of behavioural psychology, with human intelligence fùnctioning merely as an
instrument of human adaptation. How different fiom the traditional concept
according to which education is analogous to the niltivation of a plant, with the
action of education being like that of the sun ! (Cosman, 198 1, p. 40)
And Paul Wagner has stressed that:

Simply having inmates process through basic education programs and acquire high
school equivalency certificates does Little to develop the intellectual skills necessary
for a person to become (and to care to become) a reflective, deliberative, and
responsible being. (cited in Cosman, 1981, p. 41)
Thus has prison education in Canada come under heavy criticism in recent years as
being Little more than an institutional means of "killùig time," of preparation for meniai
employment (Morin, 198lb, p. 30; Cosman, 1981, p. 341, or as a tool of inmate control
(Morin, 198 1 a, p. 16), with a resultant
indescribable inflexibility in the preparation of school schedules and time tables;
meaningless aaivity; incredible exertion of energy in dealing with minute details;
endless and useless reorganizations and restructurings; an agonizùig feeling of
stupid sterility and demoralizing skepticism. (Morin, 198 1b, p. 3 1)
While the above writers7efforts are concentrated on prisons for men, women

prisoners have faced similar diffidties. Throughout the 19th and weli into the 20th
centunes, prejudicial attitudes have been expressed towards educating female inmates - the
little education made available to them has been "aimed at their becomuig wives or
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domestics" (Newman, 1993, p. 7). Traditionally viewed as failen women, their treatment

has been, in some ways, worse than that for men, for they have often been housed in the
same buildings as the men - in the attic or the celiar - and have often become sexuai prey.
They have been required to carry out dornestic duties, sewing and washing for both
themselves and the men, "doing what they would have done in the male dominant socieq

had they not been in prison" (Newman, 1993, p. 1 1 ). Or they have spent their time in
enforceci silence and inactivity (Newman, 1993, p. 11). With their minority nams in
prisons and because of c?raditionalgender chauvinkm (that women dont need vocational

training or education)," programming for incarcerated women, both educational and
vocational, has been slow to develop (Newman, 1993, p. 12). And women with a great
need for education are "sometimes slow to take advantage of their educational
opportunities in prison" (Newman, 1993, pp. 12-13).
From the limited research materials available on education for female inmates

within the Canadian Correctional Service, it is strikingly clear that, up to approxhately
1987, educational oppomuiities for federal fernale offenders were indeed scarce and the

little that was offered was often inappropriate. In Phase 2 of the Ontario Institute for
Studies in Education (1 979) Report to the Solicitor General of

Concerning The

EducatîonaI Progrm of The Canadm Corrections System, the reviewers state:
The [Kingston] Prison for Women p4WJgives witness to the tremendous waste
of valuable Me involved in the pend institution for women who are, on the whole,
of average intelligence and, who, more important, have the will to spend their thne
in more constructive ways. One is stmck by the degree of depression and apathy
displayed by inmates, and even more by staff'members. There is a pervading air of
despair, somewhat relieved by small groups of inmates and a few stamembers
who muster up the strength to support and encourage one another to resist the

effects of boredom and hostility
The Reviewers believe that there is an urgent need to expand and improve the
qiinlity of education and training programs for wornen, particularly for less
traditional femaie roles. The penitentiaries for men have many more facilities than
those for women. The emotional and intellectuai needs of female inmates have for
so long been ignored, to the point where the situation has reached a crisis. (OISE
Report, Phase 2, 1987, p. 171)
The main reason offered for the dearth of suitable acadernic and vocational
programming for women is the small nurnber of women incarcerated in Canadian federal
penitentiarïes, and the economic unfêasibility of offering potentially coaly programs to a
smdl number of potential midents, and to an even smaller nurnber of inmates who would
choose to partake of such programs. As stated in 1982 by the then ComMssioner of
Corrections:

In my view, no one has ever been able to idente anything that some of the women
(at P4W) are in any way interesteci in doing...1thùik the final result will still be that
there will be a nurnber of women who will not be participating in very rnuch. But
when you look back over their Me history, there's a Limit to what we can do and
what cm be expected of CSC with regard to this residual group. That 's 250
women in al1 of Canada: now to me that's not a very large number. (Adelberg
1987, p. 176)
In the experience of fernale correctional workers, it was found that "women who
corne into confiia with the criminal justice system tend to be Young, poor, under-educated
and unskilled (Adelberg, 198 7, p. 26). "Their chances of finding employrnent, fùrthering
their education, or regaining cunody of their children [upon release] were virtually nil.
Few jobs existed for unskilled, uneducated women, particdarly those with criminal

records" (Adelberg, 1987, p. 12).

The classification of male inmates into categories which reflect the serîousness of

their offences and which determine the level of institution in which they will serve their
sentences, be that minimum, medium or maximum security prisons, has not been reflected

in the incarceration of women. It is reasoned that the small number of fernales bas made it
prohibitive to provide separate facilities or seMces appropriate to their needs
(even their securïty needs). Ironically, it is the existence of classification @y sex)
which has resuited in the limited program opportunities available to female
offenders by isolating them from the general population, and, thus, from facilities
and services. (Ross & Fabiano, 1986, p. 7)

The OISE Reviewers note that in P4W academic courses were offered to the
Grade 12 level with such courses limired to the social sciences, mathematics and English.

While correspondence courses were aiso available, many inmates found this mode of
learning boring and lonely. It was found that inmates "did not appear to be receiving
adequate tutonal assistance, encouragement or direction in their pursuit of leaming and
development" (OISE Repon, 1979, pp. 172- 173). Vocationai courses available for femaie
offenders were limited to areas traditionally viewed as women's work, and were comprised
of training in shortkmd, typing, hairdressing and sewing, no doubt reflecting the belief that
women are still not seen as primaq breadwinners or in need of meaningfbl
employment. Women reformers have repeatedly argued for an increase in the
quantity of programs, but historically these were designed to integrate them into
the domestic, female sphere. (Adelberg, 1987, p. 155)
Little opportunity was seen for women to prepare themselves for re-entry into society and
the workforce, and the inmates themselves "seemed unable to ident@ altemate programs

or means of learning, or to find constmctive ways of occupying their t h e " (OISE Report,
1979, pp. 172-173).
Since 1935, one year after its opening, there has been a call to close the Federal

Prison for Women at Kingston, Ontario, and six decades later, and in anricipation of its
closing, five new regional female facilities have been established in Canada. The
Edmonton Institution for Women was officiaily opened on November 17, 1995, and it is
the literacy education of women serving their sentences in this prison which is the focus of
this research.
In Light of the historical criticisms of prison education in Canada, an interesthg and
insightlul opporhinity presented itself for discovering the manner in which a fairy recent
prison education cuninilum document was created.
Curriculum Development
Correctional Education, as a member of the Correctional Program family,
conaibutes to the reintegration of the offender through the provision of programs
that address the prerequisite literacy, numeracy, persona1 and employmenr s a s
and the pro-social attitudes and values necessary to function as a law-abiding,
self-directed member of the community. (CSC proposed Role Statement:
Correctional Adult Basic Education)
Foliowing a 1987 decision of the Solicitor-General of Canada to focus prison

education more emphatically on the teaching of functional literacy to persons incarcerated
within CSC's institutions, Dr. Michael Collins of the University of Saskatchewan was
approached to develop an adult basic education cumculurn for federal prisons located
within the three prairie provinces comprising CSC's Western Region. A collection of

Correctional Service of Canada directives and guidelines for the provision of adult basic
education, compilai as "Foundations of Correctional A.B.E. Principles and
Characteristics," served as foudation documents for cumdum creation, delineating the
parameters within which curriculum development would take place.
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The CSC guidelines nated that: "Put simply, CSC Correctional Strategies require
that ail programming be CORRECTIONAL."(CSC, p. 1). Designated a "special f o m of

special education" (CSC, p. 1):
The unique requisement of Correctional Education is in addition to satisfjmg the
standard objectives of each particdar academic or technical area. Correctionai
Education staff routinely address identified needs of offenders as a reinforcement
to other rehabilitation programs being carried out within the Institutional -stem.
(CSC, p. 2-8-2)
A bais for providing adult basic education in the prison setting is reflected in the

foilowing CSC statement (incorporating academic education within the "employment"
category):
We believe that offender employment plays a crucial role in developing skills and
abilities which WU serve offenders on release, contibutes to the good order and
management of institutions, and reflects Our society's belief in the value of work.
We believe that offenders should be productively ocnipied. (CSC, p.2- 1)
Without adequate literacy and numeracy skills, CSC contended, offenders were
often unable to understand program content in other important areas focusing on
perceived criminogenic factors such as antisocial attitudes, behaviours and values.
cognitive deficiencies, substance abuse, mentai ilhess and sexual deviance. "The
cognitive, social leaming approach to programming teaches offenders the skds and
abilities to think and plan logicaliy and provides them with alternatives designed to change
socially unacceptable behaviour" (CSC, p. 2-4)- Correctional programming, thus, rnust
focus on the development and reinforcement of Mestyles that maintain law-abiding
behaviours (CSC, p. 2-4).
hcluded in the CSC Guidelines was a k t of characteristics of effective

literacy-for-reintegration prograrns. Program effectiveness would corne as a resuit of

content refledng the diversity of human experïence, which is relevant and meaningfur to
the inmate, addressing red-Me issues and concem such as substance abuse, assertiveness,
famiy, children, sexuality, and violence; integration of We skiils development with basic
skills development; a basis in behavioural objectives; programs which are self-paced,
competency-based, and open-entry open-exit; opportunities for student practice and
application of skiils in real-Mie situations and settings; the use of individual and group
methods, educationai technology, and a range of techniques, among others (CSC, p. 5-1).

In development of the academic curriculum, Collins also took into account the

national addt literacy sunreys conducted by the council of Miniaers of Education (1988)
and Southam Newspaper Group (1 987-88), as well as the intention of the
Solicitor-General which was pubiicly declared as a more emphatic emphasis "on the
teaching of functional literacy to prison inmates," with hctional literacy identified as the
successful completion of Grade 8, a level adopted by L'NESCO, and widely adopted in the

U.S.A. ( C o h , 1988, p. 1). Collins asserted that c ~ c u l u m
guides and other materials
which were compileci as part of the project would provide a practical means for prison

educators in the Prairie Region to comply with the Soiicitor-General's initiative while
retaining their commitment to deliver the full range of grade levels 1 - 12 courses that
would meet respective provincial guidelines (Collins, 1988, p. 1).

In advance of curriculum development, Collins met for deliberations with a task
group comprised of representatives from CSC hitutional instnictors and educational
administration, the provincial departments of advanced education, and ABE teachers
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workïng in non-prison settings. Rather than attempting to reach a consensus brought

about by compromise, Collins stated the task group's goal was to reach "a common
understanding of the issues at stake and to identfy broad categories of 'common essential
learnings,"' after which the consultants were "to attempt a synthesis which would meet
sensible requirernents for a degree of justified standardization" (Collins, 1988, p. 10). An
"anticipateci (or hoped for) consequence" resulting from the task group meetings was a
realitation that government representatives and administrators were not so bent on
"restncting tacher autonomy in curriculum rnatters" as had been supposed, and that it
was apparent there was "a fairly wide terrain for teachers to exercise professional
judgment in interpreting curriculum" (Collins. 1988, p. 12). As Collins had expected,
Merences in perspectives on curriculum emerged and were traceable, in generd terms, to
"behaviouristic, interpretive-expenential, and cntical (social change) emphases" (Collins,
1988, p. 9). Conflicts in philosophy and pedagogy reflected different underlying, ofien
unstated, assumptions about the meaning of Literacy and the purposes of ABE (Collins,
1989, p. 52). He noted that aithough, as a result of these deliberations, there was
a strong inclination, with attendant justifxations, in favor of the kind of
specification statements included in this c u n i d u m design, insistence on an
exclusively reductionist format and implementation across the entire cumculum is
now widely viewed as dysfinctional. (Collins, 1989, p. 15)
C o b ' curriculum was set out in a behaviouristidreductionist format, and although he
mggesteci that some teachers would "appropnately.. .be inclined to follow the proficiency

statements and suggested criteria for evaluation rather closely" (Coliins, 1988, p. 15 ) , he
urged prison educators to go beyond the reductionia format and to view literacy fiom a

more wmprehensive fiame of reference than that of the Solicitor-Genera17s stated Grade 8
proficiency requirements, which were to serve the Correctionai Service of Canada as the
'Yomial indicator of 'fhctional Literacy"' (Collins, 1989, p. 5 1). Collins also dissuadeci
the use of prescriptive, pre-packaged curriculum designs with a specificity imparted
through behavioural statements or purpose statements subject to quantification, while
acknowledging the task group's opinion that CSC might prefer this as it would be mon
amenable to management control waming that "[elven if this were the case, the
consultants could point to cases where over-arching behaviouristic and prescriptive
cumdum designs are encountering serious problems with irnplementation and

management on a day-to-day basis" (Collins, 1988. p. 1 1). As a fiirther caution, Collins
stated that not only were there extensive studies highhghting "the shortcornings of
prescriptive over-arching curriculum rnodels," but that the use of such models presented
problems uicluding various forms of student and teacher resistance (Collins, 1988, p. 6).
Nonetheless he noted a strong indication fkom the task group that "the specificity imparted

through behavioural statements or a series of purpose statements is required in any forma1
ABE c u m d u m design at this the7' (Collins, 1988, pp - 11- 12).
Many of the participants recognited that placing an emphasis on practical
experience and critical understanding in a comextuaily relevant ABE cumculurn
based on adult education principles would require a change in perspective that has
not yet been actually incorporated within the provincial departments, though it is
already part of the discourse on cuniculum even at policy implementation levels.
(Collins, 1988, p. 12)

While in this cumcuium development discussion Coiiins stated he was airning for a
format which encouraged teachers to adopt materials and pedagogical strategies in
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keeping with their own philosophies of education and teaching styles, he recognized that
"predominant institutionalized (Le., provincial) criteria for ABE mua be taken into
account even though they are now under criticai review" (Collins, 1988, p. 6).
Collins turned his focus to one of curriculum "as the basis for professional
development that can be c o ~ e c t e dto an on-going consideration of trends and issues in

~ c d u m (Collins.
"
1988, p. 16). In spite of what the curriculum specifications
delineate, Collins placed the onus squarely on the shoulders of teachers to go beyond the
behaviouraL/reductionia statements of the curriculum as presented; rather than being mere
receivers and transmitters of curriculum, Collins cailed for teachers to be informed
creators of c ~ r n c u l ~by,
m for example, "invent[ing] additional strategies to facilitate
critical thinking, communicative competence, and aesthetic appreciation in al1 subject

areas" (Collins, 1988, p. 16). In an environment which tends to infantilize sniderits, and
with a nirriculum that could have a sirnilar impact upon prison educators, Collins worked

to illustrate that neither -dents

nor teachers need be infantilized in the prison education

setting.

By including prison educators in the cumculum process fiom the beginning, and in
viewing the wmpleted cumiculum project as a bais for ongoing staff development,
Collins saw the standardized curriculum as thus becorning "contextudy relevant and a

means for subsequent changes in the program through rational communicative, rather than

rnanipulative, discussions between prison educators and administrators" with its design
and impiementation thus serving to improve the communicative competence not only of
students but of the staff as well (Collins, 1989, p. 5 1).
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Collins offered concrete ways in which prison educators could go about the
developmentai task. Because neither specific texts nor textual references were mandated

in the curriculum document, Collins opened wide the possibilities for teachers to choose
rich, relevant and meaningfùl materials for mident use, encouraging mdent production of
basic literacy leamùig materials which could "result in sigdcant educational benefits"

(Collins, 1988, p. 17). Teachers were encouraged to go beyond the "accurnulated.. .stocks
of classroom materials selected in accordance with tacher preference, provincial
curriculum indicators, and the budget allowance," that may already have been on hand in
the institution, and were fùrther entreated to be professionally cornmitted, competent, and
creative in their c u n i d u m developrnent endeavours (Colluis, 1988, p. 17). It could be

seen that restriaed budgets for educational matenals could require creative curriculum
materiais' development on the part of prison educators, thereby precluding the purchase of
prepackaged "workbook" types of materials, thus opening the way for students' own
stories and other wriîien texts, as well as subject matter of immediate and long-term
reievance to students, offered in a way that would be of the mon personal value to them.
Should the institutions' existhg stocks of curriculum materials prove insufficient
for teachers to address al1 of the curricular components set forth in the document, Collins
alerted teachers to bis annotated reference list of materials. Included in these references

were texts which refiected Collins' philosophy of valid educational practices toward which

he wished to guide those prison educators who would move beyond the reductionist
position to a more critical stance. Included were Jonathan Kozol's Illiterate America;
Kazemek and Rigg's "Four Poets: Modem Poetq in the Adult Literacy Classroom;"

Francis Kazemek's L'FunctionalLiteracy is Not Enough," and Phyllis Noble's Formation

of Freinan FaciIztators. Indeed, C o b nated: "Prison educators already cornrnitted to
fostering a c r i t i d y informed approach to literacy, locating it in broader social and

cultural contexts, are aiert to the pedagogical possibilities that can emerge fiom even large
scaie instinitionally-based initiatives" (Collins, 1989, p. 54). Ln considering the
perspectives out of which these referenced authors wrote, teachers were derted to ways in
which iiteracy may be perceived beyond that of the 'Yiinctional" Grade 8 proficiency level
promuigated by the Solicitor General.

While segments of Collins' cumcdum document c m be clearly seen to address
job-related bctions, he qualified such inclusion by stating that it is not difficult to
understand the
shortcomings of legitimiting claims that attempt to tie in new functional literacy
initiatives directly with the acquisition ofjobs. When the econorny is slack even
university graduates, let alone ex-prisoners, have to scramble for employment....It
is fdacious to defme iiteracy in tenns of perceived job market needs....When this
tendency prevails, curriculum and formal educational endeavors are inevitably
shaped by a r t i f i d constrahts. (Collins, 1989, p. 53)
Collins mggesteci, therefore, that lùiking staff development with C
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concems offered a context for dialogue among both staff and midents about the nature
and constmction of their education programs. Those whose existing pedagogical efforts
derived their inspiration fiom a M e r understanding of what literacy entails, and which
promoted genuine communicative competence, would thus k d support. The alternative,

to accept, in a taken-for-granted rnanner, the deployment of increasingly
technocratie ovemding curriculum schemes that serve to de-sM1 the roles of both

~

tacher and student, and to erode the essentiai critical dimension of a committed
vocational practice. (Collins, 1989, p. 54)
For such a committed practice of prison adult education, C o h s perceived the challenge

as one of establishg "literacy programs as permanent activities rather than quick-fix
solutions," and of orpaniOng "relevant staff development sessions for ABE teachers,
students, ùimate tutors, and administrators," with the thoughtful consideration of

curriculum as the appropnate place to begin (Collins, 1989, p. 54). C o h made it very
clear that this document shodd act as a guide only; that prison educators must go beyond
the reductionist aatements deiineated by the document and become CO-creators,with their
students, of a curriculum rich, relevant, and meanin@.
In light of the Correctional Service of Canada's focus on literacy, we now tum to a

discussion of this field, an area which is not as simple or straightforward as it would at

fkst appear to be.

CHAPTER TElRF,E
LIlXRACY

A Perception of Crisis
Canadians are in the mida of a perceived crisis in literacy, with an estimated one in
five of the adult population deemed unable to & d o n adequately with the normal daily
tasks requiring the use of reading, writing, and numeracy s M s (Calamai, 1987, p. 7).

Within the prison population, it is estimated that 50 percent of incarcerants are
fûnctionally illiterate. With the perception of such high rates of iiliteracy corne concems

regarding its impacts on our society, fiom a "huge economic and social cost" which
"business, governent and socieîy must pay7' (Calmai, 1987,p. 3 1), to metaphors
wherein iüiteracy is "often discussed in relation to such striking notions as war, disease,
prison..." (Ilsley & Stahi, 1994, p. 5); and men and women with lùnited Iiteracy skills
subsequentiy likened to an "army of illiterates," marching against their will, "an army in
numbers only. They have no leaders, no power, Little support, few weapons and no idea
where they're headed. Darkness and hopelessness are usually their bannersy7(Calamai,
1987, p. 7). "Being illiterate must be life imprisonment in a dark hole," suggests Harry
Bruce (1990, p. 21). Thus perceived, it becomes logical to proceed to lead a war againa
illiteracy, or to find a "cure" for the disease of illiteracy, yet before the problem c m be
remedied, an assault launched, or a "cure" be found, it is necessary to determine an

accurate "diagnosis."
Definitional Difficulties

To discuss literacy effectively, a concise and explicit definition would be of great
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advantage. The definitional task, however, is not as simple as it wouid at kst g l a c e

appear to be. A brief joumey through the hiaorical developrnent of literacy in the
Western world will illustrate literacy's changing nature, and will illuminate the challenges
and dangers inherent in confining the concept of literacy within narrowly set parameters.

From Ancient Greece, where the highiy prized abilities of oratory and dialogue
were encouraged by Socrates and Plato, iiteracy spread graduaiiy throughout the
Graeco-Roman world, with its use restricted mainly to elites and scribes (Thomas, 1989,
p. 4). The fail of the Roman Empire saw the guardianship of Iiterate culture devolve to
the Church (Thomas, 1989, p. 4). Although writing was invented some five thousand

years ago, it was not untii 700 B.C. that the Greek alphabet - the alphabet upon which the
Western world's communication is based - came into being, while the Meenth cenniry
saw the introduction of the printing press, with mechanicaily powered printing following in
the nineteenth century (Thomas, 1989, pp. 4-5). In the twentieth cenniry we have seen
the widespread use of books, radio, television, satefite communications technology, and
the continued and vastly expanding use of cornputer technology in the workplace, in
educational centres, and in the home (Thomas, 1989, p. 5). What counted as iiteracy at
the beginning of the twentieth century no longer renders one literate in society today;

while the ability to sign one's name deemed one Literate at a fairly recent point in Our
hiaory (Scribner, 1984, p. 8), greater abilities are seen as requirements for anainhg a

literate status as we rapidly approach the twenty-first century. Just what those abilities are
or should be remains a point of great contention.
In 1870, only 2 percent of the Amencan population graduated from high school;

by 1910, the figure was ody 8 percent, with 75 percent of this latter group going on to

college; high levels of literacy and education were the province of only a small, elite
group (Mikulecky, 1990, p. 26). By the 1 9 4 0 ~
a~
"functional illiterate was one who had
completed fewer than five years of schooling" (Thomas, 1989, p.

j), and throughout

this

responses to the demands of wars and technology and heavy emphasis on public
schooling increased the basic literacy levels of the majority. As more individuals
mastered basic literacy, contexts began to change. It became possible to
communicate information in print more readily. More complex written information
became part of the social and literary conte-. (Mikulecky, 1990,p. 27)
Indeed, as literacy abilities have ciimbed, literacy demands have increased (Remick and
Resnkk, 1977), and "the complexity of literacy tasks has increased in reaction to the
increased literacy sophistication of the population and the increased complexity of
occupational and social tasks" (Mikuiecky, 1990, p. 27).
Perhaps the simplesr definition of literacy is that of ""theability to read and write"
(Thomas, 1989, p. 3 ) Yet when we offer up questions such as "reading for what?
writing to express what meaning?" and "speaking about what reality?" (Hunter,

1982, p. 140), the definitional enterprise becomes much more cornplicated. Goody and
Watt argue that : "Choices about who reads, what they read, and how they use what they
read always have been co~ectedto the distribution of power in a society" (cited in
Fbgeret, 1990, p. 3 5). Who is doing the dehing also has a great impact on how literacy

Political activias, sociologists and many adult educators tend to stress the ideas of
literacy as a liberating influence, a means to empowerment and seIf-Mfillrnent
through active panicipation in the leamhg enterprise and in the cornmunity.

Reading specialists, on the other han& tend to look at Literacy definitions f?om a
linguistic point of view where the debate is often between "Iiteracy as decoding"
and "literacy as thinking". (Thomas, 1989, pp. 6-7)

Notwithstanding the difliculty of the task, several definitions of iiteracy have been
developed within the l a s half-century. In 1948, a United Nations commission proposed as
a working definition of literacy "the ability to read and write a simple message" (Calamaï,

Echoing the work of Paulo Freire, the 1975 Dedaration of Persepolis states that
Literacy is
not just the process of leamhg the skills of readhg, writing and arithmetic, but a
contribution to the liberation of man and to his fidl development. Thus conceived,
literacy creates the conditions for the acquisition of a critical consciousness of the
contradictions of society in which man Lives and of its aims; it aiso stimulates
initiative and his participation in the creation of projects capable of acting upon the
world, of transforrning it, and of defining the aims of an authentic human
development. It should open the way to a mastery of techniques and human
relations. Draper, 1986, p. 6)

In the United States, the Uifiuential 1985 National Assessrnent of Education
Progress study of Amencan young people aged 2 1 to 25 d e h e d literacy as "using printed
and written Somation to funaion in society, to achieve one's goals and to develop one's
knowledge and potentiai" (Calamai, 1987, p. 15)- while the 1988 Canadian Southam
Literacy Report nated its definition of literacy as "reading and writing skills in either of
Canada's two official languages" (Calmai, 1987, p. 1l), and funaional Literacy as "the
ability to use pnnted and written information to fhction in society" (Calamai, 1987,
p.7). It also states that the majority view holds the definition of functionai literacy as

having the "reading, writing and numbers skills necessary to perform tasks demanded by

the community and, especiaily, by the job," while noting that in Canada, as in other
industriafized countries, the "debate has focused on 'fiindonal litency,' meaning the

ability to effectively engage (or function) in the aaivities of the community" (Calamai,
1987, p. 15). One universaily accepted definition of literacy has not been created; in fact
quite the opposite is readily apparent. Signincant debate has been carried out in the past
and continues into the present.
Perhaps one of the most influentid practitioners in the area of literacy is Brarilian
educator Paulo Freire, who sought to revolutionize the iives of illiterate Brazilian peasants
by working with them in non-traditional school settings to make their literacy possible,
with 'Yhe chief object of the literacy process...net one of mere technical mastery of the

written word, but a quality of consciousness, a changed awareness which the people could
express through language and action" (Bee, 1981, p. 40). Freire maintaineci that the
educative process was never a neutrai one; and drawing on Freire, Bee argues:

Functional literacy does just what its title suggests. It enables one to fundon,
rather than dynamically interact with and transform one's soàety. If a person is to
become genuinely literate as opposed to fiinctionally literate, a quality of critical
reflection must be engendered in the pedagogcal methods. Without reflection and
analysis of the cultural milieu, literacy becomes something handed out and isolated
from He's realities. (Bee, 1981, pp. 49-50)
The literacy d e h t i o n put forth at Persepoiis cm be seen to significantly reflect Freire's
vision of what literacy potentiaily could mean. ûthers have their own vision.

Metaphors for Literacy

Sylvia Scnbner ( 1984) discusses iiteracy in metaphoric terms - as adaptation, as
power, and as a state of grace. Literacy as adaptation emphasizes a concept of literacy's
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survivai or pragmatic value, a functional literacy "conceived broadly as the level of
proficiency necessary for effective performance in a range of settings and customary
activities" in enabling people to M X i "mundane situationai demands" (Scribner, 1984, p.
9). She further suggests that adult basic education program sunilarly are obliged "to

equip adults with the skiiis they must have to secure jobs or advance to better ones,
receive the training and benefits to which they are entitled, and assume their civic and
political responsibilities" (Scribner, 1984, p. 9). However, as Scribner states: "Attempts to
inventory 'minimal functional cornpetencies' have fioundered on lack of information and

divided perceptions of functionality" and uniformity (Scribner, 1984, p. 9),and public
discussions fluctuate between "narrow definitions of functional skills pegged to imrnediate
vocational and personai needs, and sweeping definitions that vimially reinstate the abitity
to cope with college subject matter as the hdrnark of literacy" (Scribner, 1984, p. 10). It
would also be shortsighted, Scribner suggests, to adapt literacy standards to the persona1
and social needs of the present only; rather, such standards rnust aiso be considered in

Iight of friture requirements, yet there is no agreement on what future literacy demands

will entail. While some would argue that increased levels of literacy will be required in
light of computerized techniques of production and Uiformation handlhg, others, Wce

McLuhan, wodd suggest that new communications media and new technologies may weii
serve to reduce general literacy requirements; others would argue that these new

technologies are, in actuaiity, new systems of literacy (Scribner, 1984, pp. 10-1 1). "Even
tender probing [of the functional approach] reveals the many questions of fact, value, and
purpose that complicate its application to educational curricula" (Scribner, 1984, p. 11).

Scribner's Meracy a s power metaphor "emphasizes a relationship between literacy

and group or community achievement" (Scribner, 1984, p. 1 1). Increases in the Literacy
skills of poor and politically powerless groups are viewed as a means for them to daim

-

their place in the world (Scribner, 1984, pp. 1 1 12). Thus, problems of "poverfy and
political powerlessness are.. inseparably intertwined with problems of access to knowledge
and levels of literacy skills" (Scribner, 1984, p. 12).
Literacy as a aate of grace is described as 'the tendency in many societies to
endow the literate person with special virtues" as rooted in both sacred and secular beliefs

this] state-of-grace concept, the power and fbnctionality of literacy is not
bounded by political or economic parameters but in a sense transcends them; the
literate individual's Life derives its meaning and significance fiom intellectual,
aesthetic, and spiritual participation in the accumulated creations and knowledge of
hurnankind, made available through the written word.. ..Literate and noniiterate
individuals presumably are not oniy in dflerem states of grace but in différent
stages of inteilectuai development as well. (Scribner, 1984, p. 14 )
Each metaphor embraces certain values, ofttimes unexamined, jus as each makes
certain assumptions about social factors in society - 'rhe utilities of literacy and the
conditions fostering individual attainrnent of literacy stahis" (Scribner, 1984, p. 14).
Rather than valuing one metaphor over the others, Scribner suggests that literacy should
combine elements of aII t h e .

Building upon Scrïbner's work, MacKeracher offers "literacy as the use of written

language" and "literacy as the creation of personal meaning" as additional vantagepoints
fiom which literacy may be viewed. MacKeracher describes "literacy as the use of written

language" as Licorporating "skills in reading, writing, speiling, grarnrnar, punctuation,

vocabulary, composition and comprehension," with composition including "reproductive

activities such as paraphrasing and s u m m k h g , and productive activities such as creative

writingi7and comprehension as incorporating "the reproductive actMties of analysis and
the productive activiues of synthesis" (MacKeracher, 1989, p. 3 80).

In MacKeracherYs"literacy as the creation of personal rneaning," literacy skiiis are
descrïbed as allowing individuals to move "beyond passive reading and reproductive
dting to actively producing and sharing meanings derived from personal experiences"

(MacKeracher, 1989, p. 384). In order to create meanings frorn personal experiences,
individuals rnust be able to think reflectively about their own Me experiences, to
ask questions about these experiences which will lead to the discovery of patterns
in action and thought, and to conceptualize and name these patterns. To be able to
share the meanings thus created, individuals must be able to disclose their ideas
through dialogue with others or creative writing. (MacKeracher, 1989, p. 384).
Reference to only a few of the resources noted earlier as encouraged by Michael
Collins clearly dustrates pedagogical practices and a philosophy for adult basic education
in the area of literacy. Francis Kazernek States that literacy programs which "treat literacy

as something to be acquired, not developed," result in
the reductive kinds of instruction that train an adult to manipulate certain types of
surface language conventions in a very restricted range of situations; it results in
"survivai" literacy training or competency training of one kind or another. And it
is precisely here that the criticism of those who contend that literacy training is
often little more than a means of social control and manipulation is relevant....
(Kazemek, 1985, p. 333)
Kazemek urges the use of poetry in leaming to rad, stressing the reading of "a poem for
wonder and joy is just as valid a fbnction as reading an employment application," and
poems, songs, and language experience stories require no "correct" answer, as do

workbook exercises (Kazemek, 1985, p. 3 34). Rather, they encourage group discussion,

social interaction, and "allow individuais to raise their own questions and to seek their
own answers" (Kazemek 1985, p. 335). Combinùig both reading and writing, such an
approach also "gives addts an opportunity to express and create as weli as to andyze and
communicate" (Kazemek, 1985, p. 335).
The perspective found in Jonathan Kozoi's work is reflected in his statement that:
People who d e r in a thousand ways apart from inability to read and write cannot
be expected to achieve substantial gains in literacy skiils if those skills are not
diredy linked to other areas of need and ifthose iinks do not consia of energking
words that can legitimize an often unacknowledged sense of rage....Effecniated
rage is a forbidden concept in the politics of adult education....ïhe word
"oppression does not appear in...the voices of the people who control the major
literacy programs of this nation.. ..To speak of those who are 'oppressed' is to
suggest that there must be 'oppressors. "' (Kozoi, 1985, pp. 48-49)
In the Noble text we find reference to a liberatory education based on the work of

Paulo Freire who, in his Pedagogy of the Oppressed, critickes the 'banking method of
teaching which projects "an absolute ignorance ont0 others" and which is a "characteristic
of the ideology of oppression," negating "education and knowiedge as processes of
inquiry" (Freire, 1970, p. 5 3 , and who aates that the "banlàng approach to adult
education...will never propose to students that they critically consider reality" (Freire,
1970, p. 55). Freire States this banking concept must be rejected in its entirety by those

t d y commined to liberation; in its place a concept of women and men as conscious
beings, "and consciousness as consciousness intent upon the world," must be adopted
(Freire, 1970, p. 60). The educational goal of deposit-rnaking must be abandoned, and in
its place must be "the posing of the problems of human beings in their relations with the

world" (Freire, 1970, p. 60). No longer merely docile listeners, students now become
"CO-investigatorsin dialogue with the tacher" (Freire, 1970, p. 62).
Problem-posing education aainns men and women as beings in the process of
becoming - as unfinished, uncompleted beings in and with a likewise unfinished
reality...Thebanking method emphasizes permanence and becomes reactionary;
problem-posing education - which accepts neither a "well-behaved" present nor a
predetermined füture - roots itselfin the dynamic present and becomes
revolutionary (Freire, 1970, p.65)
And as Barbara Bee succinct1y States: "The written word can subdue, deceive, p a e , and
luIl, or it can arouse, enlighten, stimulate, and awaken - depending on the ideology and
practice employed. In short, education can be for domestication or liberation" (Be,1981,

There are those who would extend the meaning of addt basic education/literacy
beyond comrnon conceptions for that tenn. As Laurent Isabelle aates:
Adult basic education in prison, for me, aiso means enrolment in college level
courses or undergraduate university level courses or programs - albeit for a
relatively s d number of talented adults - very few of whom have ever had a
rewarding school expenence...-1sthat Adult Basic Education? Not for those
educators who limit A.B.E. to a literacy program, nor for others who maintain that
AB-E. is only elementary and secondary levels of education of adults. It is A.B.E.
for those educators who hold that afirst experience at the post-secondary level,
for talented and highly motivated adults, is basic for Canadians living in the last
decades of the twentieth century. AB-E. in federal prisons is basic education of
an adult to enable himher to become a responsible law-abiding self-respecting and
self-diirecting adult. A.B.E. in prison spans the spectrum fiom elementary to postsecondary education at the college/university levels. For the profoundly
disadvantaged person who is a prison h a t e AB.E. must be nothing less.
(Isabelle, 1989, p. 41 1)

And for David Watt, the discussion of literacy must also transcend the mere functional; for
Watt, literacy must fbndamentally "enrich and enhance" the individual (Watt, 1997).

Participatory Literacy Education

Within the past decade, the concept and practice of participatory literacy education
has developed and is gaining momentum. Within phcipat ory literacy education, midents

move fiom positions as mere recipients of literacy education to creators of curriculum,
managers of programs, and the like.
Active leamer participation in adult literacy programs enables leamers to take
higher degrees of control, responsibility, and reward vis-a-vis program aaivities.
Anive participation c m irnprove program efficiency, enhance leamers' personal
development, and enabie them to transform the larger social contexts in which they
live. (Jurmo, 1989, p. 17)
J m o niggests that iiteracy instruction can work to facilitate or to impede the
development of fluent literacy; hence, for instmction to be successfûi, "leamers must be
given oppominities to take on highly active roles in making printed langage meaningful
to thernselves and others" (Jurmo, 1989, p. 18). As defined by Sauve, "Participatory
education is a learning and teaching process through which participants define their own
leamhg needs and work out approaches to addressing them, with a view to making lXe
better for themselves and those around them" (Norton, 1997). Whereas in the traditionai
classroom the leaming process is controlled by teachers and curriculum developers who
iden*

what is to be taught, how it is to be taught, and how students' learning is to be

assessed, in participatory learning, through a collaborative process students and t eachers
share the decisions regarding content, teaching and learning styles and assessment.

For participatory education the essentiai issue is maintainhg a perspective on the
degree to which there is a sharing of power, rneaning that students and teachers ask such

questions as:

"Who selects the material? By whose standards are students' abiiities assessed? Who
defines sntdents' goals? Who evaluates students' progress and the l e d g process?"
(Norton, 1997). Such questions stem nom the belief that students require concrete ways
in which to take more control of their leaniing and to actively participate in defining their
own goals and ways of g1-

(Norton, 1997).

Participatory education often involves conversation, and students are encouraged
to demonstrate their knowledge through sharing at a group level their backgrounds,
cultures, expenences and drearns. "Materials have real meaning to the leamers, reflecting

the activities in which they want to use new literacy abilities and the content they care
about" (Norton, 1997). Teachers are encouraged to engage in their own writing, dong

with their students, and to develop a climate of communication and mutual respect, and
midents, rather than relating prirnarily to the tacher, are encouraged to work together
(Norton, 1997).

Jurmo offers a hierarchy of levels of learner participation to indicate that here, too,
no one simple definition of such participation is in place: fiom most to least involved, this
hierarchy inchdes conditions within which:

* Leamers have greater degrees of control, responsibility and reward vis-a-vis

*
*

program activities.
Learners are consulted for some input into the instruction andor management
process.
Learners cooperate with the d e s , activities and procedures deveioped by the
staff,

* Leamers are present (physicdy or on paper) in the program. (Jurmo, 1989, p.
18)

In practice, at the highest levels of leamer participation students are given ongoing
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opportunities '20 plan and implement a wide range of instructional and management
activities within the program'' (Jmo, p. 18). While it is not possible for all leamers to be
actively involved in all activities aii the time, the goal is to maintain a high level of student
participation. As well, teachers "strive to limit the conditions (such as presenàng leamen

with meaningless f o m of Ianguage) that reduce efficient Ieaniing" (Jurmo, 1989,p. 20).
While development of reading and wrïting skills is of course desirable, J m o contends
such skill development is an inadequate literacy program goal; rather: "Literacy prograrns
need to be strucnired to enhance the development of additional characteristics, including
critical thinking or problem-solving, ability to work collaboratively with others,
self-esteem, and interest in continuing one's education" (Jurmo, 1989,p. 20). These
personal qualities are deemed basic to the development of a healthy, mature adult;
without such qualities, midents are "likely to remain passive and not use even the
technical skills that he or she already has" (Jurmo, 1989, pp. 20-21). Learners c m be
assisted in acquisition of these traits through provision of opportunities for goal setting,
exploring options and developing strategies for attaining goals through active
experirnentation (Jurmo, 1989,p. 21). Hence, central to the achievement of such
important personal goals is active learner participation in the educational process.
Reflected in this perspective is the work of humanistic educators, incorporating a view
that education should

airn at helping the leamer to develop skilis of inquiry that enable the individuai
(with or without the help of others) to take the initiative in a self-dûected I d g
process. Learners should be able to access their own leaming needs and
objectives, identq human and material resources, and develop, implement, and
evaluate appropriate learning strategies (Jurmo,1989,p. 21).

The leamer, in this view, should not be seen "as a mere object to be shaped by the
educational process," but rather must become "the subject of his own education, no
longer 'subrnitthg to education,' but instead educating hirnself" (Faure, cited in Jurmo.
1989, p. 2 1). Such humanistic educators argue, then, that a
theoreticaily optimal expenence of personal growth, whether in the form of
"client-centered therapy or some other expenence of leanilng," would enable an
individuai to "fimction in all (his or her) complexity" and actively chart the course
of his or her Me. (Rogers cited in Jurrno, 1989, p. 21)

CHAPTER FOUR
FEMIMST PERSPECTIVE
Profile of Fernale Federal Offenders
As this study focuses on federaily incarcerated women, it is important to gain at

the very least some h t e d understanding of who these women are. A 1991 Repon for
the Correctional Service of Canada offers a profile of women under federai sentence

(Shaw, 1991). At the time of the nirvey (July - November, 1989) 203 women were
serving a federal sentence: 125 at P4W; and under Exchange of Services Agreements7
another 78 were incarcerated in the provinces; 84% (170) of the women agreed to take
pan in the survey. As a result of their responses, the foilowing information was obtained:

over a third of the women (36%) were f h t offenders, having no previous convictions;
37% had between 1 and 6 prior convictions, and 27% had longer hiaories of offendùig,

with 7 or more convictions. For the most part, previous convictions had been for offences
"of a fairly trivial nature," including use of canceiled credit cards, false pretences,
soliciting, minor theft or possession of clmgs or stolen property, "immoral theamical

performance," causing a disturbance, public mischief and vagrancy (Shaw, 1991, p. 10).

The greatest majority of convictions were for "property offences, particularly fiaud
(Shaw, 1991, p. 10). Previous offences involving the use of violence, such as robbery or
assauit, were much Iess cornmon, and murder or manslaughter were very rare. A s m d

percentage (9%) of this population had more than two prior convictions for violence.
Two thirds of the women had experienced physical abuse and over half had
experienced sexual abuse at some t h e in their iives. Three quarters had a hiaory of

alcohol or dnig abuse, and two thirds had never been legitimately employed nor

maintained steady employment.
Many of the problems faced by the women are overlapping - those who had a
disruptive u p b ~ g i n gtend to have a history of physical and sexual abuse and
substance abuse, and to have dropped out of the education system and job market
at an early age. Two thirds of the women were mothers (65%) and between them
they had a total of 274 children. Excluding those whose children had been adopted
at an eariy age, or were now adult, 48% had at least one child under 17 years for
who [sic] they had some responsibilitv, and 24% at least one child under 5 years.
Overall70% of those with children had been single parents for aU or part of the
time. (Shaw, 1991, p. 60)
Representing just 2% of the total federal population, federally sentenced women can better

as part of the much larger group of women who corne into conflict with the law
across Canada. Some 5,000 women are remanded in custody to provincial prisons
each year, and some 8,800 women admitted to provincial prisons on sentence. In
additioq an unknown number of women choose prison in place of a fine, or end up
in prison for non-payrnent. (Shaw, 1991, p. 47)
Of this population of federal female inmates, ranging in ages fkom 19 to 74 years,

(33 years being the average), 46 (23%) were aboriginal; and of this total popdation, '' 98
(48%) were senring sentences of under 5 years, 45 (22%) between 5 and 9 years, and 60
(30%) ten years or more". (Shaw, 1991, p. 59)

Academic education for federally incarcerated women is only one facet of the
programming offered to them. In light of the severe problems they bring with them to a

federal uistitutio~other program options rnay require more immediate anention than

literacy education or other areas of schooling. Such additional programrning requirements
and o f f e ~ g deal
s with substance abuse, physical and sema1 abuse, parenting skills

training, cognitive skills training, Me skills, spiritual programmes, cultural programmes,

women's health and weU-being, coping with a long-tem sentence, and the Wce. As well,
"...the crimes women have been incarcerated for at the Prison for Women. ..are clearly
linked with such factors as sexual and physical abuse, poverty and racism" (Kendall, 1993,

In the last 15 years with the impact of the women's rnovement and the victims'
movement, concern about the impnsonrnent of women has become much more
focused. In particular, greater mess has been placed on the differences in the
experiences and needs of men and women in (and out of) prison. The problems of
addiction among women, the high levels of physical and sexuai abuse, the
increasing incidence of single mothers, coupled with the relatively low economic
position of many women in society have al1 received much greater attention.
Women in prison have few educational or work skills. In addition it has become
clear that they tend to have a high level of health problems, and that there has
been a general problem of over-medication. (Shaw, 1991, p. 5 )
Creatiog Choices Task Force Report
As a result of ongoing criticisrn of women's irnprisonment in P4W, a task force on

federally sentenced women was established in March 1989, with the mandate to
examine the correctional management of federally sentenced women fiom the
commencement of date of sentence to the date of warrant expiry and to develop a
plan which will guide and direct this process in a manner that is responsive to the
unique and special needs of this group. (Creating Chozces. 1990,p. 1)
Co-chaired by the Canadian Association of Elizabeth Fry Societies and the Correctional
Service of Canada, and including a wide variety of govemment and commUNty interests,
the task force was grounded in a strong commitment to partnership, centred on the belief
that through such partnerships solutions could be found. Within a "woman-centred
approach, the task force developed five principles for change upon which femaie
corrections should rest. Reflecting the Mission Statement of the Correctional SeMce of
Canada, with its emphasis on "individual dignity and nghts, the potential for human

growth and development, cornmunity input and participation, and the sharuig of ideas,
knowledge, values, and experiences," these five principles were identified as
empowerment, meaningful and responsible choices, respect and digni~,supportive
environment, and shared responsibility (Creding Chozces, 1990, pp. 105- 1 11).
The principle of empowerment arose in response to the reduced life choices and

inequities experienced by women generally in Canadian society and acutely expenenced by
many federally sentenced women. Typicaily poorly educated, unemployed, and survivors
of physical and/or sexual abuse, federally sentenced women experience 'Têelhgs of guilt,

fear, anxiety, dienation and confusion which are often elicited when they are apprehended
and sentenced by the justice system [combining] to produce a group of women with
extraordinarily low self-esteem" (Creating Choices, 1990,p. 106). Low self-esteen in

tum, serves to reduce a woman's ability to cope.
It increases self destructive behaviour, so prevaient arnong federally sentenced
women. It can contribute to violence against others. Low self-esteem reduces a
person's ability to plan for the funire, to take responsibility for her actions, and to
believe that she c m d e meaningful choices that will help her live her Life with
respect and dignity. Conversely, increased self-esteem augments the abiiity to
accept and express responsibility for actions taken and future choices. Accepting
and expressing responsibility for oneself promotes strength and good self-esteeni,
creating a constructive cycle of empowerment. (Creating Chozces, 1990, p.
107)

Robbed of the ability and opportunity to make responsible choices due to the dependence
of many federally sentenced wornen on state hancial assistance, alcohol andlor dmgs, and

upon men, these women need "meaningful options which allow them to make responsible
choices" (Creating Chozces, 1990, p. 107). This second principle, then, with women
experiencing the success associated with making sound, responsible choices, will d o w

women to break out of the cycle of dependence.

The Task Force idenaed "respect and dignity" as the third p ~ c i p l upon
e
which
female corrections should rest, for "behaviour among prisoners is strongly influenced by
the way they are aeated;. ..ifpeople are treateù with respect and dignity they will be more
likely to act responsibly" (Creating Chices, 1990, p. 109). Canadian correctionai

institutions have often been criticized for their tendency '20 encourage dependent and
child-iike behaviour among women" (Crearing Choices, 1990, p. 109). Women have
reported being denied their 'need for privacy, quiet and dignity" and the wbsequent
feelings of having neither rights nor control. l'lis feeling leads to an "ovenvhelming sense
ng
1990, p. 109). Hence
of powerlessness and a total lack of motivation7'( C ~ e ~Chozces,
"mutuality of respect is needed among prisoners, among aanand between prisoners and
staff if women are to gain the self-respect and respect for others necessary to take

responsibility for their fùtures" (Creating Choices, 1990, p. 109).
The fourth principle, that of a "supponive environment," is based in the belief that
the "quality of an environment can promote physical health, psychological health, and
personal development" (Creating Choices, 1990, p. 1 10).
Women in prison have too little access to fresh air, to light, to adequate nutrition,
to social interactions based on dignity and respect, to ongoing relationships with
those important to them outside the institution and to spiritual and cultural
practices and experiences. They are denied the privacy, quiet, dignity and safety
which are so integrai to an adequate quality of life. (Creating Choices, 1990, p.
110)

"Shared responsibility," the final principle, holds that all levels of government, as
well as community members, voluntary and pnvate sector services, businesses, and
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corrections workers, mua take responsibility as interrelated pans of society (Creming
Choices, 1990, p. 111). The task force deemed this principle essential in order "to foster
the independence and self-reliance among federdy sentenced women which will allow
them to take responsibility for their past, present and future actions," for the holistic
"

programming and multifaceted opportunities which support an environrnent in which
women c m become empowered, c m only be built on a foundation of responsibility among
a broad range of community membersTT(Creating Choices, 1 990,p. 1 11).

The guiding statement of principie nibsequently proposed by the task force,
incorporating the five principles outiined above, is as follows:
The Correctional Senice of Canada with the support of communities, has the
responsibility to create the environrnent that empowers federally sentenced women
to make meaningfbi and responsible choices in order that they may live with
dignity and respect. (Creating Chozces, 1 990,p. 112)

It was upon the basis of this task force report that the new federal women's
institutions were created across the country, with the vision that the principles developed
would encompass the philosophy and guide the programming in and management of these
institutions.

In the past, correctional programs had been "designed to respond to clearly
defhed, categorized needs, d e h e d not by the wornen but by the prograrn leader, or
corrections officiais," a mode1 wiîhin which a "woman must fit herself and her needs to the
available program" (Creating Chozces, 1990,p. 85). The task force proposed, in contrast,
a "resources" approach which would require CSC 'to seek out and obtain the required
resources to respond to individual needs as identified by the women" (Creating Choices,
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1990, p. 85). For programs, including educational ones, to be increasingiy e f f d v e under

this new perspective, they wouid have to be grounded in the following: programs wodd
bave to be wornan-centred reflecting the social realities of women and responding to their
individual needs; they would have to support development of women's autonorny and

self-esteem; the critical element of personal choice would have to be incorporated;
programs would be oriented towards release; and development and provision of programs
would be done in a culturally sensitive marner (Creaîing Choices, 1990, p. 86). Hence it
was deemed that programs would require a holistic perspective, with all programming
working together '70 respond to the multifaceted, inter-related nature of a woman's
expenence" (Creuting Choices, 1990, p. 86). "For example, there must be an
understanding that psychic trauma (such as the trauma caused by sexual abuse) can &ect
an individual's every action, including the learning of basic literacy skills" (Creating

Choices, 1990, p. 86). It was stressed that those involved in the delivery of specific
prograrns would need to necessarily "'beaware of and sensitive to the lives of the women
and the effêct their pan and present expenences may have on factors such as their abiiity

to concentrate or deal with new skills" (Creating Choices, 1990,p. 86). Program areas
idemifid by the task force as being moa cntical were: "education, skills development,
mental and physical health care, akohol and drug addiction programs, and programs to
help maintain and strengthen family ties and cornmunity reiationships, as well as

programrning pertaining to particular groups of women such as long-termers and
Aborîguial prisoners" (Creuting Chozces, 1990,p. 86).

In light of the profile of federally sentenced women and of the hdings of the

Creoring Choices task force report, it is important to step back for a moment to view the
education of wornen fiom a wider perspective.
Feminist Perspective on Education

Kathleen Kendall, in her report to the Correctional Service of Canada (1 993),
states that a new scholarship in adult education delineates the need to take women's
unique experiences into account, with a redtant pedagogy which is relevant to the
experience and lives of women (Kendall, 1993, p. 54). Kendall offers, as one of the
points to be considered, that:
Educational resources, curriculum and standards of evaluation should be
developed in partnership with those it is meant to serve. Leamers can participate
in the construction of their own resources and curriculum design, define their own
educational needs and evaluate the effectiveness of educational programs in terms
of their own goals. This will help to ensure the relevance of education to their
lives. (Kendall, 1993, pp. 55-56)

h Women's &cation,

Coats ( 1994) states: "Many women prefer cooperative

and shared leamkg, active participation rather than passive reception, drawing on and
valuing their own experiences, relating new knowledge to prior learning, r e c o m g

affective as well as cognitive components of learning" (Coats, 1994, p. 6 1). She also
emphasizes the need for a teaching and leaming style for women which
emphasizes the importance of group processes; acknowledges the importance of
experiential leaming; draws on the persond experiences of the women in the
group; uses those experiences to move towards an understanding of women's
place within society; focuses on the need to build confidence; [and] enables women
of all abilities to move fonvard within a supportive group. The overd ciimate of
learning should be one of cooperation and suppori, dowing wornen to value
themselves and their achievements. (Coats, 1994, p. 121)
Women's education, however, has arisen fiorn a Judeo-Christian hentage which

has not viewed the fernale gender kindly, nor taken women's need for education seriously.
Mary Daly has illustrateci a perceived misogynism of the "church Fathersy'by noting that
T e d a n idormed women in general that they were "the devii's gateway"; AugusMe
suggested women were not made '30 the Image of God"; Thomas Acquinas and his

foilowers defined women "as misbegotten males;" Martin Luther remarked that "God
created Adam lord over ail living creatures but Eve spoiled it ail;" and "John Knox
composed a 'Frst Blast of the Trumpet against the Monstrous Regiment of Womeny"

(Daly, 1973, p. 3). "Christian theology widely asserted that women were inferior, we&
depraved, and vicious. The logicai consequences of this opinion were worked out in a
brutal set of social arrangements that shonened and crushed the iives of women" @aly,
1973, p. 95). Male religion served to silence women, for "the 'sacred' words were all
written by men and can only be repeated and echoed," suggeas Daly (p. 15 1).
Also taking up the theme of the silencing of women, Carol Chna writes that
stones of women and by women have not been told, and
without stones there is no articulation of experience. Without stories a woman is
lost when she cornes to make the important decisions in her Me. She does not
leam to value her smiggles, to celebrate her arengths, to comprehend her pain.
Without stones she cannot understand herself W~thoutstories she is aiienated
fiom those deeper experiences of self and world that have been called spirituai or
religious. She is closed in silence.... (Christ, 1980,p. 1)
Increasingly, however, womenYseducation is being written and spoken of by
women and a significant femuiist discourse on the nature of and need for such education is
develophg. Belenky et al. (1986), in their study of the ways in which women corne to
know, offer an insightful epistemological categorization of women's perspectives on
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knowing, beginning in silence, in which "women experience themselves as mindless and

voiceless and subject to the whims of extenial authority" (Beledcy M.F., B.M. Ciinchy,

N.R Goldberger, and J.M. Taruie, 1986, p. 15). Foilowing this silence is the perspective
of received knawïedge, in which 'komen conceive of themselves as capable of receiving,
even reproducing, knowledge fkom the dl-knowing extemal authonties but not capable of
creating knowledge of their own;" and sabjective knawledge, where '-tnith and knowledge

are conceived as personal, private, and subjectively known or intuited;" through
procedural howledge, in which ''women are invested in learning and applying objective
procedures of obtaining and cornmunicating knowledge;" t O c o m c t e d knuwledge, a
perspective ùi which "women view all knowledge as contextuai, expenence themselves as
creators of knowledge, and value both subjective and objective strategies for knowing"
(Belenky et al, 1986, p. 15). Through this deheation of the ways in which it is possible to
perceive progressively complex modes of thinking, there c m be little doubt that ail too
many wornen in confkt with the law, both prior to sentencing and during and after
incarceration, are reflected in the perspective of silence, in which women have little
awareness of their intellectual capabilities: "They live - selfiess and voiceless - at the
behea of those around them. Extemal authorities know the mith and are ail-powerful"
(Belenky, 1986, p. 134).
Echoing a question posed by Adrienne Rich, Belenky et al ask: "What does a

woman need to k n ~ w ?(1
~ 986, p. 193). Ansing kom interviews with the women in their
study, they conclude significantly that "every womm, regardless of age, social class,
ethnicity, and academic achievement, needs to know that she is capable of intelligent

thought, and she needs to h o w it ri@ away" (Beledq, 1986, p. 193).
Rich's response to this question is equally sigrilncant, and can be deemed to
address Christ's emphasis on the need for women's stories to be told, for does not a

as a self-conscious, self-defining human being, need a knowledge of her own
history, her much-politicized biology, an awareness of the creative work of women
in the past, the skiUs and cr&s and techniques and powers exercised by women in
different times and cultures, a knowledge of women's rebellions and organized
movements against our oppression and how they have been routed or diminished?
(Rich, 1979, p. 240)

Lacking such knowledge, Rich suggeas women consequently live estranged and without
conte* without a loiowledge of ccWomankind,"and hence are rendered subject to male
prescriptions for them and projections of male fantasy upon them.

Feminist writer bell hooks States the need to make education, including basic
Literacy, a feminia agenda has not been messed; neither has "the conneaion between
sexist exploitation of women in this society and the degree of women's education,
including the lack of basic reading and writing skills," been explored deeply by feminist
activists (hooks, 1984, p. 107). Hooks cites feminist aaivist and scholar Charlotte Bunch

in emphasizing literacy's political importance, for
reading and writing help develop an individuai's imagination and ability ro
think....an individual's access, through reading a variety of interpretations of
realityyincreases that person's capacity to think for herseif .. .[and] reading and
writing aid each woman's individual s u ~ v aand
l success in the world. by
increasing her ability to b c t i o n in her chosen endeavors.... (hooks, 1984, pp.
107- 108)
Bunch also cautions against assuming women are aiready literate, urging us not to ignore,

as part of feminist education, ?the value of teaching women to rad, write, and think"

(hooks, 1984, p. 108).
Through literacy programs which are feminist in nature, hooks suggests that dl
classes of women, including and especidy those fkom backgrounds of the working class
and the poor, "couid learn to read and write in conjunction with leaming how to think
criticaliy and andyticdy" (hooks, 1984, p. 108), for, because of class exploitation and
oppression, racism, and sexism, women as a group have been denied ''the right and
pnvilege to develop inteiiecnially" (hooks, 1984, p. 113).
Most women are deprived of access to modes of thought that promote the kind of
critical and d y t i c a l understanding necessw for liberation aruggie. This
deprivation Ieads women to feel insecure about intenectual work and to fear
grappling with new ideas and information- It may Iead us to disrniss as irreIevant
that which is relevant because it is challenging. (hooks, 1984, p. 1 13)
The antithesis of woman's traditional role is critical thinking, suggests Bunch, and such
thuiking requires a relationship to the world which is active, rather than passive (hooks,

1984, p. 1 14). In Like rnanner, hooks states that a primary goal of the feminist movement
should be the encouragement of women "to nrive for education, to develop their
intellects" (hooks, 1984, p. 114).
Adrienne Rich caiIs for a similar rigour in stnving for the development of the

intellect. Acknowledging that we are Living in "a culture of manipulated passivity (the
&or-image

of which is violence, both random and institutional)" (Rich, 1979, p. 12),

Rich argues such manipulated passivity "has every nake in opposing women actively

laying daim to ou own lives" (Rich, 1979, p. 14). Rich argues that, as fernales' school
education rewards their passivity, does not take thek mhds seriously, and indoarinates
both genders in aereotypic sex roles, the larger patnarchd capitalist syaem devalues the

work done by women, denies the uniqueness and importance of the female experience, and
is physicaily violent towards women Rich nibsequently delineates the experience she
believes women owe themselves, which is "the experience of taking responsibility toward
yourselves," part of which means "refusing to let others do your thinking, talking, and

naming for you; it means leanilng to respect and use your own brains and instincts; hence,
grappling with hard w o r k (Rich 1979, p. 233). Rich argues that women are perceived
outside of the classroom not as sovereign beings but as prey and that consequently:

The undeminhg of seK of a woman's sense of her right to occupy space and walk
fieely in the world, is deeply relevant to education. The capacity to think
independently, to take intellectual risks, to assen ourselves mentaiiy, is inseparable
fkom our physical way of being in the world, our feelings of personal
integrity....how much of my working energy is drained by the subliminal
knowledge that? as a wornan, 1test my physical right to exkt each time 1go out
aione? (Rich, 1979, p. 242)
The "reflex prejudgement" which Rich offers, that being "1 do not deserve to take up time
and space" (Rich, 1979, p. 244), is nirely echoed in the lives of women in ali walks of Me,
and can perhaps quite graphically be seen in the lives of federally incarcerated women. In
light of such a context in which women arive to beyRich suggests that teachers of women
can "either teach passively, accepting these conditions, or actively, helping Our midents
iden*

and resist them" (Rich, 1979, p. 244).
We c m refuse to accept passive, obedient leaming and insist upon critical thinking.
We can become harder on our women midents, giving them the kinds of 'cultural
prodding' that men receive, but on difFerent terms and in a different style....We
need to keep our standards very higb., not to accept a woman's preconceived sense
of her limitations....At a tirne when adult literacy is generaily low, we need to
demand more, not less, of women ...for the sake of their futures as thinking
beings.. .. (Rich 1979, p. 244)

And as thinlang beings, for women in a man's world this means "thinkingcriticdy,
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refùsing to accept the givens, making connections between facts and ideas which men have
lefi unconnected" (Rich, 1979, p. 245). It means constantly critiquing language; ever
watching and listening "in dl the descriptions we are given of this world, for the silences,
the absences, the nameiess, the unspoken, the uncoded - for there we will find the tme
knowledge of women" (Rich, 1979, p. 245). In the breaking of the silences, in the

narning of themseives, in the uncovering of the hidden and in making themselves present,
Rich suggests women îhen "begin to define a reality which resonates to us, which afnrms
our being and which ailows women teachers and midents to take each other seriously; in

other words, '30 begin taking charge of our Lives" (Rich, 1979, p. 245).
It is not jua incarcerated women who may be deemed unworthy to be challenged
to become mature, thinking, independent beings who can take their nghtful and chosen
place in society. It is ali women (and perhaps many men) who mua work agauist
undereducation, partial education, miseducation, and infantilizaîion. Yet in light of even
the limited understanding of imprisoned women we are offered through the work of Shaw

and Kendall presented earlier in this chapter, such a need is particularly criticai and urgent
for incarcerated women.

CHAPTER FIVE

NOTEWORTHY PRISON EDUCATION PIROGRA.MS/CURRICULA
Throughout the pison education literature a very srnail nurnber of substantive
prison education programs are described. While not aii programs to be discussed were
available to women prisoners, ail prograrns do reflect the possibilities available in prison
education, and potentially in the education of women prisoners.
The Santa Crut Women's Prison Project
A highly ambitious prograrn in California in the early seventies reflects a project

which was created for women o d y (Faith, 1993; Davidson, 1995). Initiated at the urging
of interested prisoners at the California Institution for Women (with a population
exceeding 600), the University of California developed and undertook the Santa Cruz
Women's Prison Project. Frorn 1972 to 1976, weekends saw "carloads of graduate
student instructors, professors, law midents, anias, performers and community activists"
from throughout the State of California converge on the prison fYom distances of up to
500 miles (Faith, 1993,p. 275).

Whiie most of the b a t e s were not qualifed by regular university admissions
critena, they were able to take part in this prograrn on a mature student basis. Although
dinering in age, ethnic and racial backgrounds, socioeconornic levels, education, lengths of
sentence, and senial orientation, "al1 were prepared to work hard to prove they codd do

university level work. And they dici" (Faith, 1993, p. 277).
Accredited university-level courses and cultural events were offered in the prison,

with courses designed according to priorities expressed by the prisoners thernselves (Faith,

1993, p. 287), while cultural events took the fom of poetry readings, concerts, and

dances, as well as shows of artwork done by prisoners, a three-day Black Culture
Marathon, the organizing of f d y days, and the Like.
In contrast with the existing vocational and school programs in the prison which
offered Uiseniction in sewin& hairdressing, office work or Grade 12 equivaiency,
we introduced the study of critical theory and substantive social issues affecthg
women's lives. (Faith, p. 287)
As a collectivia program, the Santa Cruz WomenfsPrison Project accepted the
views of imprisoned women that educational programs and empowering
knowledges were the most usefùl tools that couid be offered within the confines of
a prison. We also found music and the arts to be the most collectively heahg
antidotes to (and refuges witfün) an oppressive environment. (Faith, p. 285)

To teach was to work together with students to ask critical questions, critique the
androcentricity of conventional texts, make poïitical sense of social reality, and
effect changes in the construction of knowledge and the analysis of experience.
(Faith, 1993, pp. 287-288)
The curricuium offered varied from year to year, and included such courses as: Women
and the Law, Ethnic Studies, Radical Psychology, Politics: L.S.
Institutions and Political
Consciousness, Creative Arts, On Being a Woman, Drug Use in U.S.Culture, and
Creative Wnting and Literature. Thirty-five additionai popular courses and workshops
were offered, includùig Art History, Dancemieatre, Joumalism, Literature, Medicine and
Society, Playwriting, Political Theory, Reading SkiUs, Sexism and Racism, Social Theory,
Survey of the Blues, Women and F
m and Women's Heaith Issues (Faith, 1993, pp.

Women needing academic assistance and those wishing to undertake independent
shidies were matched with volunteer tutors fiom the community or fiom the university's
graduate program. Into the prison were "smuggied uncensored knowledge resources,

revolutionary ideais, and unqiialified support for women trying to define themseives in a
confushg h

d situation" (Faith, 1993, p. 297).

We went to the prison with the idea that anyone, ourselves included cm benefit
from becoming critically aware of social reahy, and confident enough to act on
that awareness. Education is for raising social consciousness as much as for
gaining marketable skills. We believed social responsibility to be the purpose and
the prerequisite for empowerment and liberation. We saw both universities and
prisons as agencies of social control. The nirricula (programs), mident (prisoner)
selection, and reward (punishrnent) processes are all determined by hierarchies,
through which men and women are made to fit their class-divided niches as human
commodities. We understood that schools have syaernaticaiiy deprived the
majority of education without which political power (self-ruie) is impossible. We
agreed with Cicero's anQent dithat "The authority of those who teach is
often an obstacle to those who want to lem." Our purpose was to facilitate
rather than obsiruct the leamhg process. (Faith, 1993, p. 3 10)
The intendeci purpose of the SCWPP was to extend to women in prison the
benefits of higher education and the empowennent that accrues from gaining
political knowledge, recogniring constructive life choices (despite structural goal
limitations) and acquiring skUs to a n on them. However, the program had at least
as much educational value for the volunteers as it did for the prisoners. The
volunteers came to understand who is in prison, and why, beyond the fact of
having broken a law. The volunteers also received an education in the power of
the state to deiimit options for those judged criminal. (Faith, 1993, p. 3 11)
Faith States that recidivism rates, the most "conventional (if flawed)" means of prison
program evaluation, nonetheless were worth boasthg about: of the
approximately 100 women who completed the credit courses and with whom we
remained in touch for at least five years following their release on parole, only five
were recidivated (that is, were returned to prison for a new crime or a violation of
the ternis of parole) compareci to the normal CIW recidivism rate which exceeded
70 percent. (Faith, 1993, p. 3 14)
Other programs discussed in the literature were created and carried out on a much

smailer scale, but nonetheless provide interesting insights into potentialiy effective prison
education programs.

The Bedford Hills Project
In New York State's Bedford Hills Correctional Facilit., a women's maximum
sewity prison, inmate Kathy Boudin, during her fourteen years of incarceration, was

involved in developing education and peer counseling programs. Working as a teacher's
aide while at the same time studying for her Master's Degree in education, Boudin was in
a position to develop a curriculum unit dealing with AIDS, a topic of immediate and deep
concem to her fellow inmates.
This Nnculum was developed in response to the "intense emohonal and
inteIlectual energy" exhibited following the ABE reading class viewing a television
program dealing with AIDS (Boudin, 1995, p. 142). Combining literacy,
critical-thinking, and a problem-posing rnethodology, midents were offered the

opportunity to take an active part in the exploration of this highly relevant topic. Rather
than "a curriculum approach prirnarily based on an uidividualized, decontextualized

subskill mode1 through the use of workbooks" (Boudin, 1995, p. 141), midents engaged
in &culum

development as they brought their fears and concems, reading materials,

discussions, reflections, and writings on AIDS to form the materials for the project. The
creation of a play, subsequently perforrned for different segments of the prison population,
a Mdeo of the play, and the formation of an AIDS peer counseling and education program
were concrete outcornes of the Literacy work done by these women. Another cumculum

unit also arising from the concems of the students resulted in a handbook for new inmates
which would address the questions and fears experienced by women new to the institution.
In both cumculum units the concems of the women became the basis for literacy

leaming and included development in vocabulary, sentence structure, grammar, &Mg

skiUs, the use of fiee writing, knowledge of plays, as well as an examination of language
forms (Standard American English, Black dialect, slang, "Spanglis4" and idormal
speech).
The strength of the critical-thinkuig, problem-posing literacy curriculum lies in the
interaction of leamers examining real problems in their lives and developing their
literacy ability in order to examine these problems.. ..As adult leamers, they were
able to enjoy a breadth of literacy genres, including drama, poetry and
autobiography. The growth of literacy capability was accornpanied by another
kind of growth: that of the capacity to pose problems, to analyze then and to act
in cooperation with others. The developrnent of these qualities is especially
important for people in prison because of the challenges the leamers face in being
able to reconsmict a Me in society. ï h e critical-thinking literacy curriculum, by
inviting leamers to join in defining their own educational experience, is one
method of encouraging this. (Boudin, 1995, p. 144)

The Pine Grove Project
In 1994 the Canadian Congress for Leaming Opportunities for Women (CCLOW)
published the hdings of "women-positive" literacy activities undertaken in twelve
comrnunities across the country. The purpose of this phase of their research was to
examine what women-positive Literacy programs, planned and camed out by women
literacy students themselves, would look like ifthe wornen were given the opportunity to
create their own titeracy project. One of the comrnunities which participated in this

activity was the voluntary academic upgrading program at Pine Grove Correctional

Centre, the Saskatchewan provincial prison for women located in Prince Albert. Although
some federally-sentenced women serve their period of incarceration at this institution, it

primarily houses women with less than a two-year sentence. With an average daily
"count" of approximately sixty-seven women, vimially al1 of the inmates are First Nations,

primarily Cree.
Students at Pine Grove were invited to discuss possible activities they could
engage in for this project, and the outcome was a decision to create "crisis resource
booklets for Werent regions of the provincey7(Lloyd, 1994, p. 205). Together the
çnidems wrote a crisis scenario with which they were familiar, determined whether or not
comrnunity resources were available to assist women in dealing with such a crisis, and
working individually, as a group, and with the larger inmate population, identified both
formal and informal sources of assistance.

This project was deemed woman-positive for several reasons, uicluding the
acknowledgement that the "everyday lives of many women in confiia with the law take
place in a context of crisis," a reality often ignored both by agencies providing social
seMces and the criminal justice system, and that "the women themselves are expert not
only at identlfying the crises in their lives, but also at ident-g

what they need in order to

deal with these crises" (Lloyd, 1994, p. 205). In the students' writing of the crisis
scenaiios, the program achowledged that "their way of t e h g their nory should be the
authorized version of what happens in their lives," and that "informai, peer networks of
support are as important as social agency and charitable support" (Lloyd, 1994, p. 205).
As weil, "it achowledged that women can leam to trust their gut-level response, a

response that is ofien spintual and ernotional as weU as rational" (Lloyd, 1994, pp.

205-206). In addition, the women were aven the space to write and talk about both the
quality and the quantity of their Lives (Lloyd, 1994, p. 206).

This conscious attempt to produce a holistic resource for women gave some

What this femlliist cumculum does not do is "tell women what to think, how to live,
or what to do," nor does it teii women 'Yhey must change, or in what direction to move,"
nor "encourage women to change themselves in order to fit in better or to lie to
themselves in order to feel bette< (CCLOW.1996, p. 11). It does invite women to think
about issues of invisibiïty and power, to look at their Lives and the lives of others and to

make connections between them (CCLOW,1996, p. 1 1). Learners' contributions are
vaiued, their strengths recognized; they are helped to see that their knowledge is important

and valuable, and they determine the content of the curriculum (CCLOWI 1996, p. 14).
When women leamers are at the centre of the curriculum, when they guide
cumculum, when they participate in discussions, when they see their words written
and read by others, when they recognize the value of their words while realistically
acknowledging the challenges ahead of them beyond the classroom w d s - when
these things occur, women are strengthened in ways that are hard to measure but
that nonetheless serve them weii. (CCLOW, 1996, p. 14)
UVidSFU Prison University Program

While female offenders at the Kingston Prison for Women enjoyed few
oppominities for furthering their education beyond the seemingly mundane (as did those
women who chose to serve their sentences in provincial institutions under the Exchange of
Services Agreement, thereby losing their access to the few federal programs offered), a
highly regarded program was being offered to male inmates serving their sentences in the

Matqui and Kent institutions in British Columbia. Originaiiy offered through the
University of Victoria and later through Simon Fraser University, over a period of twenty
yean (1973-1993) male prisoners were given the opportunity to earn an undergraduate

university degree. Acting as an off-campus facility within the prison walls, the program

attracted "20% of the prison population (average of 50 students per term) and has been

descnbed as the mon successfùl program of its kind in North America" (Dugui& 1981, p.
148). The theoretical assurnptions upon which this program was based

were M y grounded in the cognitive-developmental tradition, flowing from
Piaget's work in cognitive development through Kohlberg's linking of those stages
to levels of moral reasoning ability. The emphasis, consistent with Kohlberg, was
never on moraüty per se nor even on mord content, but on mord reasoning, the
developrnent through the cognitive growth irnpiicit in higher education, of hi&
leveis of ernpathy (role-taking) and improved decision-making capabilities.
(Duguid, 1981, p. 148)
We asnimed throughout that our midents had certain deficits and that we were not
there to "change" but rather to develop, to facilitate a nanirai process of growth
that had been shinted or distracted by environmental and social factors....(Duguid,
1981, p. 149)
This "humanities core cumculum" was developed to Iuik "knowledge, understanding,
judgement and choice," and was promoted as follows:
The curriculum readings, selected nom classic and modem sources, provide an
introduction to a wide range of topics and themes central to both the humanities
and to Living in contemporary society...the cuniculum can serve to enhance
cultural Literacy and cntical thinking abilities. Through reading primary sources
ranghg in Ume from Socrates to Skinner, mdents examine the mord, ethical,
cultural and politicai issues by which Western intellectud traditions have
characterized the human condition. Socrates' decision to drink the hemlock,
Thoreau's rationale for civil disobedience, George Eliot's niminations about duty,
and Orwell's dark visions of the fùture - al1 dernand of the reader an effort to
understand and judge. Accompanying writing assignments encourage student
discussions and help focus students' writing, stimulathg reasoned analyses under
the direction of a tutorfinstnctor. (Duguid, 1988, p. 57)
Results were quite astonisbg. For those persons attending this university program,

recidivism rates were seen to be dramaticaiiy reduced. In spite of the successes realized
through this progr-

however, the Correctional SeMce of Canada chose not to renew

the $400,0OO/year university program contract as the CSC focus changed in the late 1980s
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to concentrate on aduit basic education/basic literacy and on life skills, areas which were
intendeci to more directly address factors leading to the commission of crime and resultant
incarceration.
Alîhough these specific prison education programs rnay no longer be offered in any

pend insutution, they speak eloquentiy to the possibilities for meanin@ and potentiaiiy
Me-changing educationd endeavours within a prison setting. Such programs may require
substantid monetary andor volunteer resources, but societaily we are not currently
inclined to offer nich enriching opportunities to those persons presentiy inhabiting our
prisons at an inaeasing rate and at great expense to the Canadian taxpayer. While the
average annual c o s of incarcerating a male offender in a Merai institution in 1993-4 was
!§45,753.00,
the yearly con for incarcerating a woman during this same fiscal year was
$78,ZZ 1 -00(Solicitor General, 1995). This latter cost can be expected to have greatly
e few years, cf
increased in Light of the five new femde facilities creatcd -wit,h ~ 5 past

which the Edmonton Institution for women is but one. In Light of the subaantial decrease

in recidivism rates resulting fkom the larger Santa C n u Women's Prison Project and the
UVidSFLJ university pro-

it cm be maintained that nich enrichhg educationai

opportunïties can be seen, ifonly at the very lem, as having enormous potential to Save
the Canadian taxpayer vast amounts of money, not to mention the apparent potential for
substantially and positively changing the lives of inmate participants.

We nim now from these past prison education projects to enter the school at the
Edmonton Institution for Women.

CHAPTER SIX

FIREWEED EDUCATION CENTRE - THE FIRST YEAR
Preparing for the Opening
In CSCysWestern Region, which Uicludes the provinces of Manitobq
Saskatchewan, and Aiberta, teacher services for federal pend institutions are contracted
out to the private Company Excalibur Leaming Resources, which also holds the contract
for ail of Ontario and is currently working to obtain the contract for the Pacific Region.
With the Edmonton Institution for Women scheduled to open November 17, 1995,

correspondence dated June 30, 1995, from the EIRN Warden to the Vice-President of

Excalibur indicates the teacher was to be in place by September 1, 1995, in order to have
"the education programs...in operation once the women arrive."

The First Teacher
W1th a Master's Degree in Interculturd Education, many years' teaching

expenence in adult education, notably with Native midents, and one year as a correctional
educator at Dnimheller Penitentiary (a male federal facility in D d e l l e r , Alberta),
Arlette, the f%st teacher, had approached the prospect of working at EIFW with high
hopes and expectations:
When EIFW was publicized, CHANGE was the attraction; change of conditions,
layout, structure and approaches. Rehabilitation was on the mandate but the
approach was to be holistic, woman centered, integrative, and empowering in a
cooperative system, where the client is involved in planning and decision making.
1saw a new opportunity to implement the practices supporting the theories of
Freire. A community in the making - a sense of sisterhood where women could do
for women, according to their needs, providing mentoring for one another. What
potential, what empowering promises he14 both for clients and staff, and finally, a
sense of fieedom to facilitate new development in leaming and healing. What a

dream for all the women involved. (Barrette, 1997)
Perceiving education as a process of transformation, rebdding bridges, and
empowerment, and recognïzing the women would bring to their educational endeavoun
varying past experiences requiring healing, Arlette drew upon the work of Freire and
others fkom which to approach her teaching. Using as foundation documents the Creating

Chozces Tmk Force Report and Women 'r Wàys of fiowzng by Belenky et al, upon which
the w o m e n - c e d approach of EIFW is based, Arlette indicated several additional texts

of import in her work, including: The Spirit Weeps by the Nechi Institute (dealing with
incest); HeaZing the Adiicrive M M by Lee Jampolsb; Martha Baldwin's Self-Sbatage;
Robert Becker' s Don 't TaZk, Don 't Tn<n. Don 't Feel; A&Zt ChzZdren of Abusive P m t s
by Steven Farmer, Healing rhe Chzld Withzn by Charles Whitfield; M a g i of W

DemymBed by Byron Lewis and Frank Pucelik; David Eiiis's Becomzng a Mmter Studem;

and S tephen Covey's Seven Hobits of HighZy Successful People.
As an "educator working in a correctional setting, not a correctional worker in an

educational setting," Arlette saw her role not as standing in judgement of the wornen, but

givhg them "the best that 1 cm; not to abuse them or to make things worse for them."

Naming the School
In order that a pend institution is not reflected on inmate-student transcripts,
schools in federal correctional centres are given names which can effectively disguise their

location whiie nonetheless remaining reflective of the particular institution. Thus, for
example, as Dnimhelier Penitientiary is located on the top of a bill, the school is narned the
"Wtop Education Centre."

philosophy and objectives of the school were necessarily rooted, is as foilows:
The Correctional Service of Canada, as part of the Criminai Justice Syaem,
contributes to the protection of society by actively encouraging and assisting
offenders to become law abiding citizens while exercising reasonable, d e , secure,
and humane control. This broad statement encompasses the overd mission
(November 1995) of the Education and Training Division:
To assist in meeting the identifxed education and vocational needs of
offenders in fostering rehabilitative aspects required for reintegration to the
community as productive, contributing, Iaw-abiding citizens.
To facilitate wntinuity in educationai programming when offenders are
released to the community.
To provide appropriate library services similar to those in the comrnunity,
while meeting the needs of the correctional environment.
The specific mission (Novernber 1995) of the Fireweed Education Centre as developed by

The Fireweed Education Centre is dedicated to offering a multi-dimensional and
holistic approach to education. The leamhg process aims to foner a desire for Me
long leaniing, personal growth and development. [By December 1995, this
sentence had been mod5ed to include "marketable skilis."]
Alberta Education's aims and goals for secondary education were fùily endorsed in this
application, and were specified and quoted as follows:
Airn of Education
The aim of education is to develop the knowledge, the skiiIs and the positive
attitudes of individuals, so that they will be self-confident, capable and committed
to setting goals, making informed choices and acting in ways which wiil irnprove
their own lives and the life of their community.
Goals of Second-

Education

- develop the ability to think conceptually, critically and creatively; to acquire and
apply problem solving sMls; to apply principles of logic; and to use dflerent
modes of enquiry.

- acquire basic knowledge, skills, and positive attitudes needed to become

-

-

responsible citizens and c o n t r i b u ~ gmembers of society.
become aware of the expectations, and be prepared for the oppominities of the
work place as employees or employers; as entrepreneurs or volunteers.
lem about themselves and develop positive and realistic self-images.
develop constructive relationships with others, based on respect, trust,
cooperatioq consideration and caring as an aspect of moral and ethical
behaviour.
(1989-90 Hïgh School Handbook p. 6)

Within the application for private school status, Arlette stated such status would

enable the development of "individualled, competency based courses consistent with
Alberta Education C ~ c u l u m
Guidelines," in addition to providing "a chdenging
opportunity for the Correctionai Senrice of Canada and Alberta Education to explore and
develop innovative and creative strategies for correctional education and result in
rnaintaining the quality of s e ~ c to
e Our leamers."

Although school hours of operation were origindy designed to fulfill CSC's
requirement for Iibrary access a minimum of two evenings per week. this schedule never
materialized. The school and library were thus operational nom 8:00am. to 4:00 p-m.
daily, with the possibility clients could access services afler the 4:30p. m. count. Operating

on a year-round, continuous intake bais for the literacy, ABE and high school prograrns,
the school was expected to offer 230 days of operation per year, excluding statutory
holidays, weekends, maintenance shutdowns or short lockdowns.
Prelirninary CSC research had indicated that inmate participation in education

prograrns within CSC institutions was on average 30%, which would translate into 18-2 1
students based on E N ' S projected capacity of 60-66 offenders. It is surprising, then,
that the classroom at E W was designed and built to accommodate only eight students

and the cornputer Iab to hold only four compter nations.
As a r e d t of Arlette contacting all of the institutions from which the women

would be sent to glean the pertinent educational idonnation she required, by October
1995 such data was available for only 47 (48%) of the 102 women eligible to transfer to

EIFW. Nonetheless, it was felt this information was relevant in d e t e r d g the
educational needs to be addressed (Table I).
In the March 1996 application for pnvate school status, enrolrnent was as
shown in Table II.

1

TABLE 1: INITIAL EDUCATIONAL STATUS
STATUS

No testhg done
Had refused testing
Literacy (0-6)

ABE (6-10)

GED
Hïgh School (correspondence)
University

TOTAL

TABLE II
ENROLLMENT AS AT PRWATE SCEOOL APPLICATION DATE
In-Class

Correspondence

1

Literacy
ABE

GED
College
University
TOTAL

A section of the private school application offers clear descriptions of the various

levels of educational programming to be made available to the inmate-students, and r a d s

as follows:
Literacy/ESL (O - 6) : Many inrnates are in need of basic skills in literacy and
numeracy. This program will be offered in association with the P.A.L.S. [Projea
Adult Literacy Society] project. Using specificaily designed materiais, individual
tutors and computer assisted leaming (with audio instruction) to support group
delivery will enhance the leamhg process.

Adult Basic Education (ABE): is designed for adults who are functioning below
Grade 10 level. This program includes basic upgrading in Engiish, Mathematics,
Sciences, and Social Studies. It includes Compter Assisted Leaming (Plato 2000,
1995) as weli as regular classroom instruction and study. The delivery d l be
offered by contract personnel from the Excalibur Learning Resource Centre. This
program is a prerequisite for enrolment at subsequent educational levels. Also, it
can a a as a refiesher for more mature leamers who have been away from the
educational enterprise for rnany years.

Secondary Education: various options available.
a) accredited High School courses through .Alberta Correspondence School with
in house instruction.

b) G.E.D. - General Education Diploma preparation leading to an Equivalency
Diploma.
c) CALM 20, Speciai ProjectdInterest, Native Language courses designed to
meet Alberta Education standards and the needs of our students.

Post Secondary Education: seIfIffiindeciby students.
a) Technical and Vocational: Students mua meet entrance requirements of the
Lnstitutions. Courses are available through cornespondence fiom N.AI.T.,
S.A-LT., and various Colieges in Alberta.
b) University level courses are available through correspondence fiom Universities
offering Distance Education (Le. Athabasca, Simon Fraser, Queen's).

The objectives and philosophy of the school were presented in the application as follows:
We recognize that individual adult leamers have varying past expenences,
cornpetencies, leaming styles, and educational needs. Women also have various
priorities based on the stages of their life cycle. It is our belief that education is a
life long process, a state of openness and receptivity, which distinctly affects the
leamer mentally, afFectively and morally. Consequentiy, it is Our objective to
provide a wide range of educational opporiunities for the learners to enhance
themselves academicaiiy, sociaiiy, and econornically so that they may retum to the
community as empowered and responsible citizens.
Our goals for the future are:
- expanding our educational staff: teachers, librarian, counseiior.
- expanding operation of the Library from 2 to 5 evenings and weekends.
- expanding the Library and Leaming Resource Centre.
- establishing joint cornrnunity education ventures.
- expanding distance education opportunities through technologies:
t eleconferences, CAI, etc.

As a minimum consistent enrolment of seven full-time students was required for

private school status to be granted, the Fireweed Education Centre had not obtained such
status even as late as March 1997. Many students were part-time (half-days), and thus

even with 12 people attending, the necessary quotas were not met, as the four students
working on correspondence courses could not be included as they were regiaered as
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Alberta Distance Leaming students. Therefore the application was denied at the time, and
the later transferring out of rnoa of the wornen served to postpone indefinitely the
possibility of achieving such nahis. Since that time, and foUowing Mette's departure, the

idea has been abandoned for, in her words, "the value of accreditation was lost".
CSC's expectations for the contract with Excalibur Learning Resources appears to
have been that the tacher would bring with her aIi of the course materials and resources
required for school and Library. Such was not the w e , however, and it was therefore
incumbent upon Mette to select and order curriculum materials, and in addition to sùnply
managing the library as had been outlined in her contract, she was required to create it.
Although Arlene had initially been advised by CSC that no budget was in place for such
materials, requeas for resources were made and materials subsequently purchased for both
classroom and library, with a basic investment in library reference materials for the sch001,
texts related to high school literature courses, le@ texts (as per Correctional directives),
and resources for in-house programs such as substance abuse, sexud abuse, recreation,

and other areas of physicai, mental, emotional and spiritual health and well-being.
Because there was no budget for the library and school, donations of books were
sought £iom the public and private sectors: print materials for the library were received
f?om pnvate individuals, church groups, the University of Alberta, Grant McEwan
College, and the Edmonton Public Teachers' Resource Centre. The large volume of
books received made it necessary to become quite selective in accepting M e r donations

as space in the library for additional materials was soon at a premium. Arrangements were
made, however, for accessing materials from the Edmonton Pubiic Library under its "shut-
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in services" program. (For exarnples of books requested by the womeq see Appendix I).

In addition to resource acquisition, it was necessary for Arlette to learn several
computer systems, including the Cornputer Lab system (Plato); the Imagc library
program; the OMS (Offender Management System) for case and file management;
Wmdows, to correspond with other -in

the institution; and EXCEL. Although a

stand-alone computer was avaiiable in the Library for cataioguing and managing the library
system, and four computers were available on a separate network to midents in the
computer lab, nine months foilowing Arlette's arriva1 at EIFW still no computer had been
made available in the teacher's office, where Arlette anticipated she would require two
separate computers, including one for the OMS and a aand-alone for computer lab
monitoring, as weli as a printer. In the interests of security, computer modem access to
outside sources was not permissible, and thus Arlette was prevented from accessing
information via this means.

The Curricutum
h i e to the projected educational levels of students expected at the institution, the
majority of curricular materials obtained were at the basic literacy and ABE levels, with
the greatea number of resources for these levels cornprised of materials pubiished by

Laubach (Appendix II), and purchased fiom and on the recommendation of the
Edmonton P.AL.S. Project.

Adopting the Aibena curriculum as a guideiine, Arlene stated she used an
approach based on an aduit education mode1 while concentrating on skiiis that would have
to be mastered to a Grade 10 level in mathematics, English, social midies and science.
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Rejecting as '200 based in life skiils rather than academics" the previously discussed

curriculum developed by Michael Collins, and highlighting the need for a signtfïcant
amount of remedial work by the students, Mette chose to use the Alberta Vocational
College addt basic skiils Lia which contains in ungraded progression a List of essential
academic s H s for ABE. A brief sketch of the curriculum in the areas of social studies,
science, cornputers?vocabulary development and Native studies was offered by Arlette.

Ln social studies, Mette stated her basic concentration was on Canada, the world,
and a number of global issues which would offer mdents an overview preparing them for
midy in this subject at the Grades 10 and 1 1 levels. Through use of the textbook 0rigzn.s:
A History of C d , with corresponding videos for each chapter, and the text Across

C m d z , a geography text with accompanying workbook following a physical and
economic geography of the country, students would be exposed to the materials oraily,
visually, and through reading and writing. Beginnilig with physicai regions, students
would progress through map skills, graphs, and how the earth was fonned, the latter tymg
in with earth science in the study of weather patterns. Subsequent application of
knowledge would lead into the "cognitive area of leaming with application and
understanding of principles of that knowledge, and inference, leading weil imo the
discussion of such things as Native rights, political confiias. Knowing your country is a
number one priority." This aiso points to important skills required in the job market,

mggested Arlette; "For example, what other resources do we have? In the area of
tourism, how will this be affected ifwe keep polluting the water, cutting the trees? It
opens up al1 kinds of possibilities."

In the Native Studies course which Arlette had also used when teaching in the
Dnimheiier institution, a collection of readings gathered f?om anthropology courses she
had taken were adapted to the appropriate levels and combined with overheads and videos
as the basis for a significant amount of discussion. Movies such as n e Lasr of the

Mohicans would be used as the bais for critical discussion. Films pomaying the lives of
Joseph Brant (DividedLoyulties) and Louis Riel (Rzef)wodd be viewed and would also

serve as the basis for criacal discussion. Speeches made by such Native leaders as Big

Bear would be read on the basis that "social and political dynamics today are a result of
historicd events, and the better we understand these, the better we can rnake informed
decisions and judgments. "

For the science curriculum Arlette advised she had developed her own teaching
materials for human biology, chernistry, physics, eanh science, animal biology and plants.
Current scientific discoveries wouid be inchded in the curriculum to dlustrate the
constantly changing nature of the field. One of the limitations of studying science w i t h a
prison setting is that no lab work is possibie due to security concems, and thus Arlene had
developed a "general science prep course that would prepare someone for science at a
Grade 10 level and then students would go on correspondence packages."
Each subject, of course, "has a vocabulary of its own [and] once you understand
the language of these subjects they are not so dificult to understand; students can explore

and discover new interests and options."
Arlette sought to rnake the leamhg relevant to the students, taking their histones
and l e d g styles into account, and to offer aitical education where questioning and

computer lab in order that students codd "access this for completion of assignments for
correspondence school o r for a newsletter for the institution, or for the Native Sisterhood
memos, etc." For security reasons and to prevent illegai activities, dl printing had to be
monitored and -dents

were unable to work in the computer lab unsupervised.

Some inrnates were given the opportwiity to train and work as assistants within
both the computer lab and the Library, within parameters as outlined by Arlette:
The teacher assistant has a h c t i o n to be, not responsible for the security [in the
cornputer lab] but to cooperate with the teacher to make sure nothing is abused.
The same with the library assistant. They follow guidelines and procedures. It is
not their responsibility to make security decisions or sanction other inrnates
regarding their behaviour, but they can remuid people of Werent d e s and
obligations. This is one of the unwritten d e s in a prison; you can't put one inmate
in s u p e ~ s i o nover others because these dynamics are taken back to the units, so
we see assistants in peer role models.
The women working Li the computer lab and library were provided the same training as
Arlette received with the exception of certain fùnctions involving security concems.

The Crises
Before the process of sening up the school and library was completed, the women
began amving at the institution, and Arlette quickly ran into obstacles which prevented the
smooth transition to a fully functioning school.
The women were at a higher [security] level; the building was not finished; the
high concentration of maximum-s&ty
level women required physical
s u p e ~ s i o nat ail times, and it was necessary for me to stop being a teacher to
become a guard, wearing a radio at ail times in addition to the standard PPA
[personal panic alarm] to monitor movement of students and clients in the school,
brary, and computer lab.
W~ththe women now in the institution, Arlette was presented with additional duties which
included acting as educationai counselior, working with CSC staffin the completion of

over some access, responsibilities, policies, and decisions made, suggesting it was like
being on the fence, "shot by both sides." The responsibilities inherent in each of Ariette's
roles served to confuse the students, she felt, as well as to engender mistmst, thus
undermining her educational relationship with the leamers. In retrospect, Ariette
expressed her perception of these early months in the prison:
Pretty soon the tension grew. Administrators and cornmittees made arbitrary
decisions over processes they did not M y understand. Authority to finalize was
not delegated. Verbal agreements never concretized. Energy was misdirected and
everything had to be done 'iesterday!" 1 kept seeing the deadlines approaching
yet so much still needed doing. We opened on schedule and everyone knows the
results that followed. Violence occurred more frequently and escalated both
physically and psychologically. Unpredictable and erratic flare ups were daily
occurrences after a while. (Barrette, 1997)
The Edmonton Institution for Women did open on schedule, and the women were
gradudy transferred to this new facility. The majority of the women early sent there were
fkom the Kingston Prison for Women, and as they were at the maximum security level
were housed in the speciaily designed "enhanced unit." The enhanced unit had been built
to accommodate a total of twelve worneq offering room for six women at the maximum
secuity level and six spaces for women in crisis. Within a very short t h e , however, 18
women at the maximum security level were quartered in this unit. On Febmary 29, 1996,
inmate Denise Fayant was found hanged in her cell in the enhanced unit one day after her
transfer to EIFW fiom the Regional Psychiatic Centre. Although Denise was alive when
discovered by CSC staff, she died in hospital on March 2, and while her death was
origuially classified a suicide, in mid-May 1996 two feilow-inmates were charged with her
murder. Preceding and following this incident, withùi a very short period of time a total of

seven women escaped briefly f?om the institution, with a resultant public outcry r a i d in

light of these incidents.
The stress af5ected everyone. We were ali living in hope for "down the road" or
sometime in the fùtwe when we would al1 be better off. We wouid look back at
this time and say, "it wasn't that bad." The women had believed the same and now
were r e b e h g againsi a situation which gradualiy drifted toward the "old system."
The bottom of the structure which had held such promise and expectation
e s s d a i l y eroded. The whoIe system became more rigid and defensive in
management, procedures, policies, and practices in order to sumive public uproar
and the scrutinity of the investigations. (Barrette, 1997)
On May 1, 1996, less than six months &er its opening, the Edmonton Institution for
Women was Wtuaiiy shut down. AU but eight women at the minimum security level were

tramfmed to other institutions in the province, and throughout the spring and summer
security upgrades were undertaken to render the institution more secure.
Arlette niffered her own crises during the early months of 1996. Surgery in late
March took her away from the institution for several weeks, and upon her retum the
majority of the women had been transferred out. Soon after, Arlette's sister died
tragicaily and Arlette flew home to Eastern Canada for the finerai. In summer Arlette
underwent an emergency appendectomy, and during her recovery from this operation
received news that one of the E

N nafhembers, an expenenced corrections ernployee,

had also died tragicdy.
Sleeping pattern disruption becarne cbronic. 1 narted dreading the environment
and yet my involvement in the work and detemination to see it through kept me
coming back. I had to idenufy my tnggers and corne to the conclusion that the

whole environment presented for me similar characteristics of a dysfunctional and
abusive family. We had secrets, violence, isolation, denial, paranoia, division,
broken promises and scapegoating....And aii the time the cameras kept
r o h g . . ..For me, the next few months were an exercise in survival - rnaintaining
basic operations and finishing irnplementation of the Library and computer project.

The routine work gave me and the remalliing few ciients a sense of stability and
predictabiiity badly needed in the wake of chaos. (Barrette, 1997).
Senous reexambation of her motivation and cornmitment to the responsibilities and duties

of her teachuig position led Arlette to contemplate "the role of education within the
rehabilitation mandate of the CSC. 1 was not convinceci that rehabilitation could be
effeaive in our mandate. Consequently, afler a serious penod of sou1 searching I left
E

W (Barrette, 1997).

The dBicult and at tïmes tragic circumstances of the early months in the
Edmonton Institution for Women had a profound effect on the tacher, and on her ability
to carry out the duties and responsibilities of her position. The students were greatly
afkted as weiI, as we shaii see in the following pages.

CaAPTER S E W N

THE INTERVIEWS
Between June 11 and November 17, 1996, eleven visits were made to the Edmonton
institution for Women. The Saskatchewan Penitentiary in P ~ c Albert,
e
Saskatchewan,
and the Regional Psychiatic Centre in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, were each visited on
one occasion in late November, 1996, in order to interview some of the women who had
been transferred to these facilihes fiom EIFW upon the partial shutdown of the latter
institution in May 1996.
Whereas initiaiiy the intent had been to focus on the literacy c-cular

matenais and

the teaching strategies used within the classroorn at EIFW, to be ascertaineci by physicai
examination of the materials and observation of the teacher and students within the
classroom setting, the partial shutdown of the prison due to the many crises within the first
several months of operation precluded that research process. The majority of the wornen

i
participahg in the school programme had been at the maximum secunty level, and d
inmates at this class5cation were transferred fiom EIFW to more secure correctional
facilities within Alberta and Saskatchewan, with no expectation they would be retumed to

EIFW in the foreseeable fiiture. No new inrnates were received at E F W pending the
security system upgrade carried out over the summer months, and of the eight inmates
remaining at EIFW,two were subsequently released, and only one of the remaining six

women was in the education program. Once access had been gained to commence
research in the prison, this one student remauied in the school programme; because she did

her studies in her unit, however, the classroom was ernpty.
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It was not until late August 1996 that a slow transfer of women to EIFW began, and
by late October the classroom was again full. As the study was modifiecl to focus on the

first year of the EIFW school, with November 17, 1996. being the fira anniversary of its
those midents willing to participate in the midy began in eariy
opening, i n t e ~ e w with
s
Oaober. Martha, the substitute teacher, made possible my addressing the students in the
classroom to present my research focus and to invite the women's participation. Eight
students at EFW, as weil as four in the Saskatchewan Penitentiary, and two in the
Regional Psychiatrie Centre, agreed to participate. One of the wornen in the
Saskatchewan PenitenUary had not been at the Edmonton Institution for Women, and
another woman fkom the Saskatchewan Penitentiary, although having spent some thne at

EIFW,had not attended school there. These two women expressed an interest in taking
part in the research, however, and their participation was welcomed.
a semi-strucnired format; specific questions were asked of
The i n t e ~ e w foiiowed
s
each participant, but each was also invited to speak of her experiences in the school at
EIFW, in other Institutions where she had served part of her cunent or previous
sentence(s), and to speak of any other educational issues she wished. Because this is a
literacyleducation study, and not a criminological, psychological, nor sociological one,
particular types of questions were not asked. For example, participants were never

quened as to the nature of their offences, reasons for comrnitting their offences,
experiences they may have had at the Kingston Penitentiary for Women, nor were they
probed for any f o m of information which could be deemed of a personal, sensitive, or
sensational nature. The structured questions asked were:

Wha? is the highest grade level you have attained?
To what do you attribute your current readhg and writing abilities?
Why are you involved in this titeracy education programme?
Do you believe that irnproved reading and wriMg abilities wdi help you when
you are released back into the community? If yes, how will they be of benefit?
If no, why not?
Does this Literacy programme address your current iiteracy needs?
Can you diink of any way in which the programme could better meet your

needs?
b there any way in which the outside community could assist you in your Literacy
development whde you are in this institution? Upon your release?
What do you hope to do upon release?
The educational levels of the women, both upon initial involvement with the criminal

justice system and in their current studies within the schools, were as shown in Table III.

1

TABLE III: EDUCATIONAL LEVELS
Number of Women

1,

I

I

Initiai Level

1

Grade 3

Current Level

1

GED

1

Grade 5/6

GED

1

Grade 6

GED

1

Grade 6

Grades 4 - 6

1

Grade 6

Grade 11

1

Grade 7

Grades 8/9

2

Grade 8

GED

1

Grade 8

Grade 10

1

Grade 9

Grade 8

1

Grade 1O

GED

Grade 10

1 1st yr Athabasca Univ.

Grade 1I

GED

Grade 12

4th yr Queen's Univ.

1

1

I

Drawn up as they were almoa a year pnor to the interview dates and based on
statistics which had indicated the majority of incarcerated women have fairly low literacy
and educational levels, i n t e ~ e wquestions were developed wiîh low literacy Ievels in
muid. Subsequently, in inte~ewingthe women workhg at the university level the word

"literacy" was omitted in question 3, and the word "educational" was substituted for the
word "literacy" in questions 5 and 7.
Factors Impacting Prison Education
Throughout the course of the interviews several themes emerged which illuminate
and illustrate the reaiity of participation in correctional education programs for some
women.
1.

Schooling in Other Penal Institutions/Inter-InstitutionDisruptions

It soon became apparent that rnany of the women, essentially those who had longer
histories of involvement with the criminal justice system, had been involved in education

prograrns in rnany conectional institutions. Eleven of the fourteen wornen spoke of
participating in such schooling, with three of them mentioning education taken in youth
detention centres where artending school is mandatory One of the women had been
incarcerated in six separate institutions, provincial and federal, during the course of her
relatively young life, ranging fiom a youth detention centre through a series of remand
centres to EIFW, the federal penitentiary where she is now seMng the end of her
sentence.
Many of the women had served t h e in one or more correctionai institutions in
which there rnay not have been adequate educational opportunities. This seems to have
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been the case moa fkquently in remand centres, where it is expected the average length
of incarceration will be relatively short. Women being wsferred fiom one institution to
another have their educational programs disrupted and educational opportunities may or

may not be present in the institutions to which they are sent. For the participants in this
study it would seem that although they may have been workhg on particular courses in
one institution, upon being transferred educational documentation and course materials did
not appear to foliow them to the receiving institution. The transferq in many cases, also

entaileci a transfer fkom one province to another, with each province having different
educational systems and requirements. Transfers between provincial and federal
institutions also meant a merence in availability of educational opportunities, as did
moving f?om a juvende detention centre in which education is mandatory, to an adult
provincial or federal institution upon commission of a new indictable offence. Education
is neither standardized between provinces, nor between and within federal and provincial
institutions across the country, nor within the Prairie Region.
Held in protective custody in Edmonton Remand pior to arriving at EIFW, and
having been in and out of Edmonton Remand for the past ten years, Kari had done some

schooling there but reported ail schooiing had been cancelled due to the goverment's

withdrawal of funding. She also reported a lack ofeducational opportunities in Medicine
Hat Remand. Recentiy h a k g served ten months in Calgary Remand, Kari reported a lack

of assistance fiom the teacher, stating she was having great difnculties in math, but was
given only a calcuiator rather than d i teacher assistance for her work on this subject.

Kari dso noted a lack of schooling upon her subsequent transfer to Bow River

Correctional Centre: "They have absolutely nothing in there." She did q u a w this
statement by noting the teacher at BRCC did try to detemine her educatiod levei and
did arrange for her to work on the cornputers. Kari had anticipated that the teacher fiom

Calgary Remand would continue working with her after her transfer to BRCC; however,
when no m e r contact was made, "1 just got fed up and 1 said 'Forget it. "'
Another student, Diane, expressed her thoughts on the inter-prison school disruption
she experienced.
When 1 go to different places, they always start me on something W e r e n t you
Imow. Like for instance when 1 was in Edmonton [EIFW]1 started my
correspondence; then when 1got here W C ] it's different. 1start my GED. And
you know, I'm confused. 1 don? know what really level I'm at, you know. and it's
hard. 1 wanted to continue with the correspondence fkom Edmonton, but they
didn't send the stuff, and they don't want to. So I think that it would be better, if we
get shipped somewhere else, that they let us continue &om where we Iefi off here,
you know, d e a d of narùng us on somethuig new again.
When sent to a dserent prison, Diane explained that "you don? continue where you left
off, or they Say, weil, you' re beyond that now; you can try something else." As a result of
an assessrnent at EIFW,Diane started taking high school correspondence courses there.

"It was the English and math that 1 needed help with. Now here W C ]it's the math and
the social and the science." Laurq too, mentioned a result of inter-prison uansfers.
Currently preparing to write the GED exam, Laura aated she had "never stayed in one
institution long enough to f Ù E ü or go through with the tests, so that's why I'm going to
try and Gay here until 1 get this testing done."
In some institutions it would appear there was Iittle in the way of any schooling
available. This seemed especially evident in several remand centres Iocated in both large
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and mid-size cities in Alberta. This could in part be a result of the nature of remand
centres, where inrnates are essentially held &om the t h e of arrest until the court
appearance which specifies their sentence upon conviction of a crùninal offence, and upon
occasion includes a wahing period until space is found wirhin an appropriate receiving
institution. Although the average or common length of aay in a remand centre may be
only a matter of weeks or months, for some women the duration has been closer to 12 or

18 months.

In the Calgary Remand Centre a tacher is available for all inrnates on a two-day per

week basis. His time must be divided between the men and women, and because of the
smaller nurnber of women with whom he would work on the female unit, it is doubtfbl he
could spend a great amount of time there. Because of the relatively short average length
of stay of the majority of women so remanded to custody, and due to continuhg cutbacks
to education whch have necessitated a decrease in the hours docated to the majority of
teachers in remand centres throughout the province, very iittle time would be available for
teachers to work with those few female inmates who may desire to continue their
education while so incarcerated.
2.

Reasons for participating in education programs
Some insight was gained into why the women were involved in the academic

education programs. For those women testing at less than a Grade 10 level, education is

rendered mandatory by the Correctional SeMce of Canada. For some students schooling
was something to do to fli the t h e they were required to serve.
The ody thing they've got is the school program in this institution [EIFW], and

everybody works at their own speed, or people do it just so they a h ' t bored, that's
the other thing. (Lori)

Barbara reported having participated in a considerable amount of schoohg within another
federal institution under mandate to do so. "1 had to do it, otherwise 1would have to be
locked up, and 1don't want to be locked up." Confined to her ceil in that institution, she
had not had an opportunity to participate in schooling. Now at EIFW, although she was
not required to M e r her education, and dthough she did not want to be in the school
but rather wanted a job elsewhere in the institution, Barbara wanted to complete her GED
math course.
Candace, due to be released on parole within weeks of our conversaton, had some
very specific reasons for continuing her education while in prison.
A lot of time schoolwork seems to keep your Mnd occupied, so 1 do a lot of
schoolwork. Anythmg that has anything to do with some kind of work gets you out
of here for awhile, that you just focus on one k g . But mainly 1 can say to this day
now I could read better and 1could write better, instead ofjua making up how to
speiI a word in my mind, so I am planning to move on. 1 would like to get maybe
my Grade 10 or 12, something that could get me a job out there.

While recognizing that a criminal record could make finding a job difficult, Candace
nevertheless felt that continuing her education while incarcerated was a vaiuable use of her
time.
I think it's worth [it] for myseü; for my self-respect and myself as an adult and a
mother to have this education for my own good, not only for jobs or anythmg else,
but to help my children, help to achieve them a h , to help them growing, where you
don? pick up a book and just pretend to r a d , but that there is stuff in there that you
could read, and you could help them out with their homework and mifflike that, so
1 feel Wte I'm benefiting al1 way around. I'm not doing this for anybody else but for
myself, and that's basically where 1 am. 1 have children, 1 have nieces, nephews, that
want me to read to thern; my grandmother and everybody else. I'm not [going to]
quit now just because 1 can't get a job out there.

Candace reporteci both her 16-year-old son and 12-year-old daughter were doing weil in
school.

I always encourage them to go to school because as a person inside the syaem, a lot
of us don't have the education and we jus kind of gave out - the street got the best
of us and that's how we ended up with such a low grade, or either we didn7tfind
school very interesting. Back then 1 could think that, oh, what do 1 have to do this
for, you know. I'm not going to use it. And now, when it cornes tirne, I wish 1 did
pay attention in school and learn a lot more. That way 1wouldn't be so smiggled
with it to this day. But hey, I'm never too old to leam, 1 was told so!

Kari stated she was involved in the school at EIFW "because 1 know now that 1 need
a job; well, not a job. i need my education in order to get my job, and because 17vegot
kids, too. Probably corne to me for help one day and I won? even know what to do".

Valene stated she wanted to "go to school and get my education because the Parole
Board look at things iike that, and also because 1 wanted it." Laura had particular goals

in mind as she participated in the education program.
First I'm going to do this GED thing; then I'm j u s going to continue with my high
school correspondence, regular high school, cause there's certain courses that 1want
to take when 1get out that I've taken already in high school on the meet.
Laura acknowledged she "rnight as well continue, plus it's for fiee. Got to take advantage
of it, you know."
Michelle had been working in a professional field at the time of her arrest, but due to
the nature of her career and her offence wodd be unable to r e m to work in her field
foUowing release. Now undertaking post-secondary midies for the f h t time, her hope

was that "education credentials" combineci with her work experience wodd compensate in
future and aiiow her to q u a l e for a new career path.
Kathy's fira choice for "work" upon arriva1 at EIFW was the school.

When 1got caught for my offense, that was the Grst thing 1 thought of, was that 1
couid make the best of it and go back to school. 1 always enjoyed lea-g,
as an
addt. As a kid I didn't because 1 didn't think 1 knew, 1was so mipid, but 1 h o w
I'm not.

Many of Kathy's early school years had been spent in speciai education classes due to a
learning disability. '9 thought I was really dumb, so that kind of discouraged me. 1
couldn't r a d or write tdl halfway through Grade 6." Kathy had experienced delight,
however, at the r e d t s of the educationd testing done at EEW upon her arrivai.
My grades here were excellent when 1got my tests here; Wte when 1 did the tests to
see what grades 1was in [at another prison] my highest was Grade 11 for some
English. Here 1got some Grade 12s' or one Grade 12 for vocabulary, so I'm really
proud of my tests. That's the silver lining in it ail. It [prison] saved my He plus I'm
going to school.
Susan, s e k g a lengthy sentence, was working at the post-secondary level, and had
begun to do so because she was not required to participate in any other programming in
P4W, where she had spent much of her sentence prior to aniving at E W . She had been

encourageci by another inrnate at P4W, a woman c o m p l e ~ gher first degree, to spend her
Mie in pison well. Because she was not required to participate in other prison programs,
Susan advised that:
there was nothing else for me to do, and 1was rather bored, and one doesn't have to
be in prison very long to find out that the whole daily routine is so mundane that it's
no wonder that people become couch potatoes. 1would look at people who have
been in jail for five years, and ail 1 couid think of was 1don? want to become like
that, because they dicin't do nothing, no hobby craft; they might read a Harlequin
romance once in awhile, but they were just couch potatoes; watch TV and have a
boring job; just go there, put in your hours so you can get your measly $5.00 a day.
And 1don? want that for my Me. No.
3.

Cumculum

During the course of the interviews the women offered some insight into the

c ~ d w n / m a t e r i a i area.
s
Naralia was one of the early students at the school, and
remaineci at EIFW when the institution was v i d y shut d o m . in response to my
question about whether or not the school program was meeting her needs, Natalia
responded:
Not really. The books that they have here are not ....0% they did a test when 1
started. Weii, they're giving me books that 1 can do with closed eyes and they don't
have any advanced books. 1 don? know ifthey order them or what, but Arlette gave
me books and she said finish them, and 1 said, weii, they're too easy. You know 1
don? have time to sit here and spend7wasting my time on something that 1aiready
know, and she wouldn't do anythmg about it, and then when Martha came, we went
into storage where they have the books and 1 looked and it's like everyhng's the
same.
At EIFW Kari seemed to have the opposite concern.

1 got a book siapped to me. Of course, she's trying to figure out where 1 am, and
that's cool, OK,cause 1 like that. But d
l
,
I'm given a book and paper to do and
it's k e I can't figure it out for myself. 1 r e d y need somebody to sit there and
actually explain it to me the way 1 understand it and maybe help me with it for the
k a haifhour, and then let me go ffom there. This isn't working, just giving me the
books and letting me figure it out.

Kari advised she was currently doing well in math, however, "cause 17mdoing kind of
some easy SUE"
Laura, currently working on her GED at another federal institution, voiced the need
for "up-to-date books that wdi help us study weil for our GED,cause they're aii these old
books and tattered-up books down there. There's some new books, but it's al1 just, i f s
really easy work. It's like they thïnk we're kind of slow or something, 1 don't know."

Referring to materials c o v e ~ gsuch t h g s as "nouns and verbs and al1 that," Laura
stated: "I'm not stupid. It makes me feel stupid. Sometimes I don? even want to go, you
know, cause I know how to do the work; it's just that I've got to review myseK7'
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Candace spoke briefly about the materials she was using in preparation for her GED,
and in speaking of the workbooks available in the school at the Saskatchewan Penitemiary
advised: "we have Wnting skilis, reading, Challengers, d those. We have eveqdmg that
our school should have."
Valerie was in the school at EIFW for approximately ~o months prior to her
transfer to another prison, and "liked [school] because it was simple; somethuig 1can
relate to. The words weren't too big, you know." She "liked the books there. They
weren't complicated, or too easy for me. They were jua average, just right, cause 1 don?
have a hi& education or anything; can't understand big words, so I liked them. 1was
doing writing skiUs and Engiish, and 1got a lot out of that." Although preferring to work
on her owq Valerie advised that students in the Saskatchewan Penitentiary had been given
the opportunity to
write our own opinion on, if we had a family tradition on Thanksgivkg, like how did
we spend that day, what it means to us. So stufflike that I k e doing it as a group,
but Like schoolwork, 1like working at my own pace because it takes me some time,
Like 1need tirne to understand what I'm doing and to question, if 1don't understand
something.

In response to a question regarding the kinds of materials used for reading, Karen
responded it depended upon the student's levei, but that it was "just regular Literature."
Working in a maintenance job in the momings at EIFW, Marilyn attended school in
the aftemoons, and felt the change in activity a source of motivation for her. Marilyn had

been given the Steck Vaughn Gateways to Correct Spelling and Language Exercises
books; however, perhaps because she had oniy been in the school for two days she had not
yet begun work on them.

Susan indicated a reai love of leaming, and based on her educational experiences at
P4W, spoke of the things she missed. "1 love to rad, but reading is a lot Merent than

actually sitting there making notes and knowing that you're doing a test on it." Having

taken part in a Women Writers Fiterature] course at P4W taught by a fernale professor
fkom Queen's University, and held one rnoming each week nom 8:00- 11:O0a.m., Susan

ïhat was the one thing we looked fonvard to, and the women, 1 think there was 10
or 12 women and we all had to read the sarne book and corne back and discuss [it].
1 think in the beginning we did a little bit of p o e q to give us some Ume to read the
first book, and usually we would have a book read easy in a week cause what else is
there to do over there. It was like a clique because you know we'd be able to
disniss the characters and why did they do this and it was like a psychology course
in itseK ~ d y i n ag book together and each having our own opinion about each
character and their motives. I miss that. I'rn sure there are other people that would
enjoy it here. 1 really miss class-taught, though. My God, I think when 1 get out
though, 1 definitely will do an audit course, jus to sit in a classroom and enjoy the
professor talking.
At the time of the interview, Susan was working on an Educationai Psychology course

through Queen's University. "Once in a while 1do a linle studying. It's nice and quiet in
here. It's actudy quite interesting." Susan spoke of her desire for a curriculum which
would enabie her to participate in educational activities similar to those experienced at the
Kingston Prison for Wornen, and 1quote her at length, allowing her words to reflect the
richness she seeks.
It's true; there's nothing really to do in jail and I'm redy @ad that they had
university courses [at P 4 v . Like even now 17mtrying to get some kind of a
program in here, cause the prograrns here are basicdy geared towards substance
abuse, alcohol, anger management, survivors of sexual trauma, you know, those
kinds of things. I'm at that point, maybe because I've been in too long, 1 am looking
for a group, and I'm sure there's other people that - there's got to be someone like
myseifin jail that feels the same way - of a course that - I'm tired of going back and

ripping open my scan and having to heal myself. You can only do that so many
times and you're go& I'm sick of it, I don't want to do that anyrnore. Like 1 know
why I'm in jail, I know I've got to do my Mie. You c m oniy do so much healing
until you get to the point where - 1 want to step f o m d now, I want to l e m
how to pull myselfback together, how to motivate myseK I need something to
focus fornard, instead of backward. 1 hope you understand. 1 don't even know
what you'd c d it. OrgaNzation management or something, 1 don? know. 1 can't
put it into words, but ail 1know is it would be stepping forward, cause 1think there
are SUS
that we need to learn in here, especially anyone who7sbeen in for a major
amount of t h e , is being able to regroup and 1 think everyone that comes to jaii has
to do that, cause we have people in here that used to be bank managers, in high
places, and they come to jail and they know that they can never be a bank manager
again, or whatever their job was before. The chances are you're not going back to
that field, so they have to regroup, focus.
I'rn not looking for credit. I'rn looking for my own personai interest and 1 suppose 1
could h d a book somewhere in this lïbrary and, it's not the same as having a group,
and having that support that comes. That's what 1 miss fiom doing university
classes where there's other people, so you can bounce ideas and read each other7s
assignments and comct them, and, it's just a bond there that is difFerent than just
everybody doing their own time and ail you do, the only thing you do together is
watch Y and R. So what, you know! There's something about working as a tearn
to a comrnon goal and working out all the little glitches and personaiity conflicts,
and 1 think that's maybe what I'rn looking for. Like yeah, I've done assertiveness
training and how to; al1 the nght lines and the right approach. That's good, but how
about doing something where you have to actualiy use those tools. Like yeah,
everyday we do have to use Our, try to use your assertiveness training, but actually
go through a projea where you know horns are going to lock and be able to have
some b d of, not a referee but someone there to guide you through, because that's
where a lot of people that come to jail, their problem is, is that we do have a bit of a
stubborn streak, and theory is good and CSC is famous for, you h o w , give them the
program, give them the theory. Theory is good - you have to live the theory.
Susan's enthusiasrn, and the rich and varied nature of her ideas here stand in sigmfïcant
contrast to the words of her peers quoted above. i\s the oniy woman i n t e ~ e w e dwho
had had extremely positive educational experiences within the prison setting and the only
respondent who had taken part in significant post-secondary sadies, Susan's words reflect
the rich possibilities for learning even in such an environment, jua as they serve to

highlight valuable learning processes; group discussion on common texts, opportunities to
bounce ideas off one another, reading others' writings, and having others read yours, the
desire to grapple with difncult issues and ideas under the guidance of a facilitator, and the
comrnon bond that develops iiom having nich shared experiences. Such possibilities are

infinitely worth striving for.

W e barriers fiequently exist for many women in their attempt at participation in

literacy/educational upgrading in the wider community (Horsman, 1WO), for incarcerated
women some of these barriers may well be removed; lack of finances, childcare concerns,
lack of transportaùon, time constraints, presence of famiy or other responsibilities which
wodd preclude participation, spousal lack of support for, or active antagonism toward,
women trying to grow and change, and lack of knowledge about appropriate programs
and their availability, may be rendered non-issues in the prison setting. Indeed, some of
the women's cornments reflected the removal of such barriers, for as Laura noted,
correctional education is "fkee," and Natalia indicated sirnilar advantages, and some
disadvantages, for:
here you don't have to worry about rent, you don? have to worry about for& so the
only thing you have to wony about is gening your education. And most of us have
been in other institutions for a long t h e and this is probably the first institution to
have a school, so you don? have a long t h e . Lf I had like a year or two years 1
codd probably have gotten my GED by now.

However, while some important barriers may be removed in the correctionai setthg,
others remain, and many were identifid by the women.

1 wanted to go to school, but it was confushg cause unsettied. Ariette didn't have ail
the books, whatever, so 1 really wasn't - 1was in school there but 1 didn't get
nothing out of it, cause it was too confushg for me.
Upon amval at EIFW, Natalia had been in the school only one day before the

teacher lefi on medical leave. Pnor to the teacher's r e m three substitute teachers were
brought in at Merent times to carry out the teaching function. Within a month or so,

Martha, one of the substitute teachers, became the main substitute. Within weeks, and
foiiowing the many crises in the institution, al1 but eight of the 27 women were relocated
to other pend institutions. AIthough Natalia remaineci at EIFW because of her minimum
security statuq concentration on her schoolwork was diffinilt.

Elissa explained the difEcuity experienced in having a series of nibstitute teachers in
such a short tirnefiame.
One didn't know where 1 was at, one didn't know nothing; it made me unbalanced
cause 1 [would] have to aart ail over again explaining and explaining who 1 was,
where I'm at, and what I'm doing and miff1i.ethat.
This concem was expressed not only at EIFW but at another institution as weU.
Commentkg on her current schooling in the Saskatchewan Penitentiary, Laura stated:

"Well 1 like the school and 1 like the teacher that we have now, but the teachers are never
consistent, like this is Our thûd teacher we're going through." Having been in this
penitentiary for only three months, and in an attempt to explain ber understanding of the
frequent teacher turnover, Laura aated:

Weli, because of the way these people have to work their contracts and stuff',
everything's permanent [sic] but now they're saying there's another teacher coming
that got a permanent job but the contract's only so long and then she has a backup,
another backup teacher. It's pretty screwed up. What they don? understand is that
we want, like this teacher that we have now knows a lot about us and what there is

to know about us and where we're at in our work and SM
What
.
they don't
understand is that we need consistency, otherwise it's not goïng to work.
At E P W Diane also spoke of the way the senes of teachersfsubstitutes afEected her,
stating the turnover "was hard, too, because we weren't used to them, and we were

r e b e h g against them because they taught things dserentiy than Arlette and it was, you
know, coIlfbsiog us."
c

Vulnerability in appearing difîerent

In the school at EEW, Kari was working at an acadernic level which she perceived

as being lower than that of her pers. Very self-conscious about being so far behind the
other students, she was seeking the assistance of a tutor
1 have a problem with the teacher coming and saying, weil, and reading. Like she'll
read sorne of my work and other people will be right near me, and I'm jua so
embarrassed because I'm so low and 1 really need a lot of help - more help than what
a teacher in a classroorn cm give because she7sso busy with everybody else. That's
why 1get bored of it easily, because 1'11 sit there till what, afier coffee or smoke
break, and I'LI say, well, I want to go back to my unit now. It's like 1 can work at
my house better than 1can work in a classroom. And so that's basicaily [why] 1
really need a tutor. 17ma ves, slow learner. 1 need one-to-one really bad, but with
that, if 1cm get that - which they've aiready asked me, so hopefùily they get me one
- and if 1get that 1 know I'm going to go somewhere.

Havhg been in the school for only one week, Kari hoped her tutor would be able to work
with her in her unit until she was at a level where she would be cornfortable retuming to
the classroom. "Right now it's not working, it's not, and I don't know how to teil them

that. 1 guess 17dbetter let them know." Kari felt that although she was having difficulties

in the classroom, other students weren't.
1 have a problem working in the class, and 1 came in here today and 1 felt, well, 1
have to be here because it's something that I wanted to do, but I expected a little bit
of, a dinerent, I expected to have somebody helping me ail the tirne. It wasn't like 1

expected, so you know I am feeling very uncornfortable in there, and 1 don? know
what to say or what to do. The only thing 1 d d do is probably let the teacher
know d e r coffee break how I'm feeling and then aiso let her know this is where I'm
at and this is what 1really need. And 1 don? know how that's going to go.

Kari advised she was currently doing well in math "cause I'm doing kind of some easy

m"and although the teacher did offer her assistance if she required it, Kari didn't
"'want to ask for help because 1 don? want everybody to know what I'm doing."
At the other end of the specaum, working at the university level Susan ais0 keeps

her abilities to herself
1 don't advertise to fellow inmates. Ifthey Say, "Are you doing a course?' 1 Say
"Yeah." 1try not to say I'm doing university cause nght away they look at me like,
"Oh, you think you're too good for me." And you don't have to say anything. I've
had a few people try to lock horns with me, and I just don? have the time or energy,
sony. Eyou want to hate me because I'm fùrthering my education, what else is
there to do in jail?
d.

Requinments to first prove abiliîy and interest before pursuing education

Student difliculties in pursuing educational avenues of choice were expressed by
both students and the teacher. M e t t e advised that in 1991 an incomplete C M T - C
Assessrnent had been done at P4W on one of the women (unidentiiied) now at EIFW. .4n
EIFW Primary Worker had very recently suggested to Arlette that this mdent, who had
obtahed scores of Grade 5.3 in language (the incomplete portion of the assessment) and
Grade 9.3 in math, should work on the GED program. However, in 1992 this woman had
received credit for a fûst-year EngLsh course from Queen's University and in 1993 had

begun a Food and Beverages program of which she had successfbiiy completed two and
one-halfyears. Arlette felt that upgrading to the GED completion level was inappropriate

as this student was now working at the post-secondq level; hence, it would be more

appropriate for her to work on her Food and Beverages program rather than going back to
lower levei work.
Currently working at approximately a Grade 819 levei in the Saskatchewan
Penitentiary, Elissa had wanted to work toward Grade 12 completion, "grade for grade."
But they say 1 have to write my GED to get any other courses after that, and 1don?
want to write it. I'rn sure if I'm doing gracie for grade, I'm sure they'll think she
really wants to do this, whatever, but they say I've got to do this to prove to them
that I'm wiUing to, that I'm not a waste for these courses. basicaiiy, but you know
that it 's not a waste of money or time; I'm stiU going to do grade for grade. In
Edmonton they were fme with it, that 1was going to do grade for grade, but here
they say you've got to write your GED if you wanted to take any courses, Wte
university courses.
For three years Su=

then in P4W, fought for permission to take university courses

offered in the nearby Collins Bay male federal institution, and every year new d e s were
brought in which semed to delay her access. Initially she was advised she would have to
complete one correspondence course before being able to access "prof-taught" courses at
Collins Bay. Upon successfd completion of that initial course, she was required to take
one university course offered in P4W. "They want to make sure you're not just going
over there to h d a boyfnend." The following year a seemingly arbitrary rule was made
that women serving Susan's particular sentence couid not attend professor-taught courses
at a male faciIity until they had completed five years of their sentence. This latter mie
came into effect just as Susan was signing up for a course. Foilowing Susan's protesting
of this new d e to her Iawyer and others, the Warden findy consented to Susan's request
on the condition Susan agree to go "handcuffed and shackled," to which Susan responded
she didn't care how she went, as she was "going for the university program...not going for

the guys."

Barbara, no longer at EIFW, having been tramferreci to another institution at the
time of the "shutdown", had been in other institutions prior to amving at E E W as one of
the first women to be transfemed there, and had completed previous schooling within the

criminal justice system at the provincial level.
When 1 was a young offender, 1 was in the Youth Centre, and that's where 1 got my
Grade 8, rny Grade 9, and my Grade 10 and my Grade 11 and my Grade 12, because
1was taking, like 1did English, 1did math, 1 did science, 1did social studies. 1 did
ali the subjects all at once, j u s like a nomai schooi., and 1 found it to be really
helpful. The tacher was really helpful and s t e and the work 1got, 1 found it easy
to understand and sm 1 was at RPC in Saskatoon, and 1 liked their educational
programs there, because that's where 1was worlàng on my GED there too, as well,
and they seemed to help you with whatever subject you wanted to do; they had the
materials available. Whereas when 1 was in Kingston they wouldn't even let me go
to school because 1was a high risk offender, so they cailed [it], and 1was on a
super-max unit and 1 couldn't get a job and I couldn't go to school, cause I aiready
had my Grade 10, so they said 1wasn't eligible to enter into school, so 1 spent quite
a few years in there, and 1 didn't get any education at ali.
Once snidents have completed high school courses, which are paid for by the
Correctional Service of Canada, no fûrther hancial assistance is available f?om C SC
should they wish to pursue post-secondary midies. Susan did repon, however. that she
was able to access bursaries while in P4W in order to finance her university courses. Lori
noted that
while in prison women pursuing shidies cannot &ord snidies so either their families
help them or they tq to save money [which] is a long and hard process at $5.25 per
day. Very few can achieve this. We don? make enough money here t o achieve this
goal. So hopes and dreams get shattered before they even start. 1 was in Kingston

and the same problems are there that are here.
Michelle, who was jua beginning her post-secondary studies at EIFW, dso noted as a
personal concem the Iack of financial support through the prison system for those wishing

to pursue education beyond the high school level.
e.

Requirements to work elsewhere in the Institution

Natalia had arrived at EIFW four months following the openhg of the institution.
W~thinweeks, and foflowing the rnany crises in EIFW, ail but eight of the women were

relocated to other pend institutions. -4lthough Natalia remained at E E W because of her

minimum secuity status, concentration on her school work was dficult, and her seMces
were required full-tirnein the Corcan graphics industry within the prison. Although she

had been working in graphics in the mornings, foilowing the removal of most of the
women from the institution only one other inmate remained to work there, where a
project, delayed for two weeks because of the many incidents, remained to be completed
and the goods shipped to the purchaser
While this requirernent to work elsewhere in EIFW seems an isolated necessary
factor due to the partial shutdown of the institution, this situation is reminiscent of the
1988 experiences of Therasa -4nn Glarernin and others in P4W in the late 1980s. In a

radio interview subsequently published in the Journal of Prisoners on Prisons (Bell,
1992), Therasa Ann advised :

even though they [CSC staffl were pushing to get you to your ABE, they n&d
people to work in the idtution in labonous positions - like in dining, kitchen,
cleaners, laundry; they needed people to perform laborious functions to keep the
institution tidy and that. They put me in the kitchen apart kom the f a a that 1
wanted to go to school. They said that 1 wasn't going to need my education when I
got out, that 1 would probably get a job in a restaurant or as a cleaner, if 1wasn't a
housewife. (Beil, 1992,p. 36)
f.

Stress

The stressfil nature of the EIFW environment during the early rnonths of operation,

discussed eariier by Arlette, served to interfere with Nataiia7sability to concentrate on her
schoolwork, and her comments allow some insight into life in the prison during the early
mon& of its operation.
For a while there I couldn't concentrate because there was a lot of things that were
going on around here that was getting to me and was b o t h e ~ g
me that 1couldn't
even concentrate and 1 was getting so much headaches, because of everythmg that
goes on here, and because you h e in this environment. You can7tnin anywhere
away fkom it, you can't even go for a long wa* you can't even stay in your room
without them coming every halfan hour checking on y04 so you don? have
anywhere to go, so you jua keep it in and then you j u s kind of concentrate, you
can't even do your work. So 1 was iike that for, I wodd Say, a month. 1would j u s
corne in class and just sit there, and you know, 1just didn't feei like doing anything,
and constaatly, headaches. Sometimes 1 would just cry my eyes out. 1 never got
headaches before 1 came to this place. 1 wodd just cry my eyes - because the pain
is so ciramatic, and 1don? take anything because 1j u s don't take pas, so you know,
it's hard, it's hard. Like on the street, you b o w , 1 was never stressed. You do
becorne stressed] once in a while in school work but it wasn't as much as this. And
you take a br*
you go for a wak, or you do things in the house, whatever, and
you come back to your work again and do your homework again - that's what I used
to do. I lived right by [a city park], an apartment there, and 17ddo my work, and
then you know, once it staned getting too much or sleepy I'd go for a walk and
come back and just nan on it again, and I'd be fkesh again. Nothing like that to do
around here, so it's really hard.
We can't get away &om it. Where can you go? You come to school, you hear the
same thing; you go to the house, you hear the same - you're in the same
environment. Like on the Street, you leave your house, you' re with difEerent people,
and you know that even if they get to you, you know it's just going to be for the
day. You do not have to take it home with you cause people are not coming home
with you. You don't have to deai with it after you leme the school. So you just do
your work, do whatever you have to do, you Ieave, go home, and it's a different
environment; go shopping, it's Merent. And they [CSC staffJjust can't understand
that. The same thing happen on the m e t ? 1 don? think so.
g.

Nemi fodvalue of tutorid assistance
Michelie had just begun a distance education course through Athabasca University,

and dthough tutonal assistance is an integral part of participation in Athabasca University

courses, Michelle was prohibited ~ o contacthg
m
her tutor as phone privileges availabie to
inmates do not include such long-distance calis. Consequently Michelle had requested the
services of a community volunteer tutor, but was skeptical one would be in place prior to
her release. As we have seen, Kari too had requested a volunteer tutor to work with her
one-to-one, preferably in her living unit rather than in the classroom where she was
reluctant to display her academic abiliîy level in front of the other students.
n i e value of tutonal assistance was demonstrated by Candace, who had served part
of her sentence in RPC. Enterhg the criminal justice system with a Grade 3 education,
Candace advised she had done a signiscant amount of schooling in prison.

I had a tutor that tutored me for about six months at W C ,and where he worked
with me on one-to-one on a daily basis, so 1leamed a reai lot of things. He was very
patient with me, and to this day I give him thanks for having so much patience,
because I'm able to do a lot more than 1 did before, but this is one of the male
prisoners that was in the system.
1 guess at fira I was embarrassed of rny age; 1 was only twenty-eight when 1 stmed
really laiowing how to have the ability to read and write and stuff that 1 wasn't able
to do, but 1was on a one-to-one basis. As my tutor in RPC used to say, "You7re
never too old to lem." So that's what I always thuik of 1aiways think of miff
like that when 1 feel like I'm going to give up. But now 1just think of it as leaming
something new each and every day.
You have to feel comfortable with your tutor, or you're not goùig to achieve. Eyou
don? feel comfortable you're not just going to open up to anybody, so I was very
comfortable with my tutor in RPC. That's where 1achieved the way 1 did. And 1
did a lot of schoolwork on my own, on my own time.
It had origuially been expeaed that tutors for students at EIFW would be accessed

through the Edmonton PALS Project, but no tutors had been made available from this
source, as PALS felt its tutors were not trained for working within a prison setting, nor
could tutor d e t y be absolutely assured. The Edmonton John Howard Society Literacy
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Having been in the school at EIFW for ody two days pnor to our inteniew, Marilyn
voiced the need for an additional teacher because the substitute teacher "sometimes
spends a lot of t h e with one student and there's people waiting to talk to her," although
the time spent waiting for teacher assistance, "gives you a break, a few mimites' break

fiom using your brain." Lon was less positive about having to wait to receive teacher
assistance.
I may be stuck for a couple of days. 1 get hstrated because 1can't retain the
material. The teacher has to help everyone, not just one. Some are too shy or
embarrassed to ask for fear of being ridiculed by other cons. Some momings our
teacher is available, but there are days where she may have to be in institutional
briefings.
Valene voiced the need for an additional teacher if there were rnany students in the
c1assroom as there were when she was at E W .
Someone needed help over here, and someone needed help over there, and iike sorne
people are kind of slow and need a Little bit more t h e to understand what they're
doing, and so you have to go through it slowly. And then some, you know, are
quicker at thinking than others; they can get it nght away. So 1think, you know,
[we need] an extra teacher.
Diane had found attendhg school in the aflernoons "very boring; 1 was aiways t-g

to

f d asleep in school cause you know 1 had nothing to do." When the substitute teacher

was working with a particular student, "when we wanted to ask her something, we knew
we couldn't because she was tutoring the girl."
5.

Initiation of School Participation

Initiation of student participation in academic correctionai education programs may
be dependent upon the type of institution and the interest of the student. For example, in
youth detention centres education is mandatory. In remand centres, it would appear an

1O6

inmate must request access to schooling ifshe wishes to pursue academic midies while so
incarcerateci.
Natalia had arrived at EIFW in March 1996, having been transferred from Bow
River Correctional Centre, a minimum security facility in Calgary, where she had served
one year following incarceration in Calgary Remand for a reported ten months. While in

Calgary Remand, and realinng she would be there for quite some tirne, Natalia initiated
the start of her own schooling. In speaking with staff, she was advised she would have to
requea a meeting with the DDO Oeputy Director of Operations); upon meeting with him

and another staff person and discussing with them her request for schooling, the prison
educator at Calgary Remand contacted her within a week.
Subsequent to cornpleting the required CAAT assessment, Natalia began working at
the Grade 5/6 level in speliing, English, and writing. Deciding to work on preparation for
a GED,she subsequently began working at this level in "social studies, math, Iiteracy, and
Engiish," the latter being her second lanpuage. Workïng essentialiy on her own in her
unit, Natalia reported, in direct contras to Kari7sexperience described earlier, having had
the opportunity to acquire assistance fiom the teacher during the afiemoons which he
spend on the unit. Like Kari, however, upon being transferred to Bow River Correctional
Centre because of her low-risk status, and although wishing to continue working on her

schooling, Natalia's requests to meet with that institution's teacher reportedly went

unanswered,
At the federal ievel, uimates who are assessed at less than a Grade 10 Ievel are

mandated by CSC to participate in academic upgrading. Although CSC's mandate is to

1O7

provide education to the Grade 10 level only, they will finance education to the Grade 12
latel, but education beyond that undoubtedly would have to be at the initiation of the

For Susaq who had entered prison with high school completion, it was at the urging
of a fellow inmate cornpiethg a Bachelor's Degree that Susan began her post-secondary
studies. She was encouraged to do so in order to the make the best possible use of the

time required to serve her lengthy prison sentence.
She came to talk to me. 1 thuik she was a chauperson [of the h a t e Cornmittee] at
the time, and asked me what 1 was going to do with my time. And she encouraged
me to take university courses because that 's one of the first things that set in is
boredorn and then you lose your motivation - you just lay down and spintuaily die,
and she got me going and you know 1 took my correspondence.

6.

Sources of Support
Of the fourteen women interviewed, only two indicated a great deai of

encouragement and nippon for pursuing their studies. Susan had the extensive and
involved suppon of her fellow-inmate at P4W, who acted as the catalyst for Susan's
pursuit and at this point near-completion of her fint undergraduate degree. As our

conversation turned to the possibility of continuhg on to graduate school in prison, Susan
spoke of her mother's pride in her, Susan being the only one in her family to have gone on
to university, and with laughter Susan related her mother's fiequent comment that Susan
should corne out of prison with a Ph.D., due to the length of sentence Susan is required to

serve.
Candace spoke warmiy of the tutor in RPC who offered her such a great deal of
support.

helpful." Karen described what made her a good teacher.
She helps us with our work ifwe have troubles, and she's good to talk to, too; like
you know she doesn't keep, she doem't push us to do our work and all that. But
she makes sure that we are working, though. She doesn't keep pestering us.
Valerie spoke highly of the main substitute teacher at EIFW: "1 liked Martha because she
was understanding. She took her tirne wiîh us to understand something."
The amibutes of a good teacher Li the prison setting inchde, in Diane's words, "one

that'li have patience with us, you h o w , be there when we need to ask questions of her,
and 1 guess someone who knows what she's doing."
8.

Student Suggestions for School Improvement

I invited the women to discuss how their educational programs inside the institutions
could be improved. Consistent and niEcient teacbing aafFwas a concem at both EIRK
and the Saskatchewan Penitentiary, while computer access was high on the list of several
of the women, mauily those at the Saskatchewan Penitentiary. At the Saskatchewan
Penitentiary Karen voiced a desire for consistency in teaching staff
It took a long time for us to trust our teacher and get along with her, and it should
kind of nay that way, you know, if we get along with her. They shoutd try and
understand that. We don't take advantage of our teacher, you know.
At the same institution, echoing the desirability of having one teacher as opposed to
fiequent teacher turnover, Elissa also suggested that availability of computers was needed.
"We need up-to-date things. 1 know how to work a computer, but most people don't

here." Female inmates in this institution were unable to access computers "because
they're at the main building and they can't take us over there cause the men are there."
Elissa suggested lack of space in the ciassroom may have been a reason computers were

not made available for hem to use, although "even two wouid be good cause you h o w ,

most people ain't imo things k e that, it's so modern."
Also at the Saskatchewan Penitentiary, Candace suggested:

What 1think wouid really benefit is typing, typing courses. Like computers - we can
have no computers here but computers are the thing right now. So 1jua think it
would be best ifwe did have some computers to upgrade ourselves, so we're not so
lost in the world there, because the world does use a lot of computers nowadays. 1
typed this letter for my sister and it took me almost two hours just to type two hes,
and 1just wanted to speed. I'd just redy like to get into some kind of typing course
or any kind of course that wili enable my fingers to move faster, that's what 1 need.
[At] W C we had computers where a lot of us leamed how to use the computer, and
now when we corne here we look at a cornputer like we can't bother with it.

Michelle, just beginning her work at the post-secondary level at EIFW, lamented the lack
of permission to b

~ inga personal computer and lack of access to a stand-alone

computer: the student-accessible computers in the lab at EIIW are for computer assisted
instruction via Plato prograrns only. Although Arlette had hoped to acquire computer
word processing programs for the computer lab, she had not been able to do so prior to
her resignation.

The women at EIFW dso indicated the need for consistency in teaching staff, as wel
as additional teaching d f o r more immediate academic assistance. Valene also
expressed the need for uiformation on upgrading possibilities upon release: "It's just that 1
need more information on where 1 c m go for upgading and 1 don? know anything about
it." As we saw earlier, Susan had very specific cumcular ideas for what the educational
program could incorporate, based on her very positive university experiences while at

9.

Contribution from the Ouîside Comrnunity
Apart Erom the contniution volunteer tuton codd make, mentioned by only a few

of the womeq none of the students were able to offer ideas for ways in which the outside
community codd positively contribute to the educational programs in EFW, the
Saskatchewan Penitentiary or the Regional Psychiatrie Centre.
10. Plans for the Future

The majonty of the women were able to articulate plans for the future following

their release from prison. (As Susan is only pan way through a very long sentence, she
was not asked to respond to this question.) Natalia, Kari, Elissa and Karen expressed an

interest in the field of social work, while Diane expressed interest in workuig with
children. Barbara indicated a desire to pursue university studies but had not yet identified

a specific field of interest. Valerie hoped to continue her academic upgrading upon
release, while Lon's goal to be a chef appeared quite fmn, as did Marilyn's desire to
becorne an auto rnechanic.
Michelle described her educational plans as being up in the air and voiced a need for
advice, but stated she had "started on the path to a helping profession through a B.A. I'm
now reconsidering a B-Ed. With that at least rrn ernployable at the end of four or five
years."
Natalia's plans for the fiiture were to "finish my education and be something, before

my son grows up." Her plans included attending AVC and then going into social work,a
goal which had crystalized as a r e d t of her curent volunteer work carried out in the
Edmonton comrnunj. under Temporary Absence status leading up to her release f?om

EIFW. Kari stresse&
When I get out 1 have to do some senous work cause what I'm taking is social
work cause my goal is to heip kids, and 1 can't do that unless I have my socid
work, and so I really want to get this happening. It's my life. 1 realiy want to get
this. It's really important. This is very important to me.

Barbara advised that when she had served time at the Saskatchewan Penitentiary,
she "never got any opportunities to go to school. 1 was always locked up."
Achowledging that education wouid make a ciifference to her, she added, "1 know 1 have
to get my Grade 12 if1 ever want to go to university, and $1 ever want to get a good
stable job 1 laiow that I'U have to get my education." Although she was interested in
rnany things, Barbara did not at this time have a specific university program identified.
Marilyn expressed a wish to continue her education to enable her to have a

profession following her release, and identified auto mechanic as her career choice.
Stating that math would be of value in studying auto mechanics, which she plans to pursue
at NAIT, Marilyn nevertheless nared she did not like math, but did enjoy reading books,
although not for schoolwork purposes. Anticipating release from EIFW in March 1997,
she was concentrating on math as well as reviewing other course materials to refresh her
skills.
Lon anticipated she wouid be able to complete her Grade 10 prior to release, and
hence would have the qualifications necessary to enter the Chef Program at SAIT.
Laura had two years of her sentence yet to serve and was participating in the
education program because she had particular goals in rnind: "Fia I'm going to do this

GED thing, then I'm just going to continue with my high school correspondence, regular
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high school, cause there's certain courses that 1 want to take when 1 get out that I've
taken aiready in high school on the meet."
Currently preparing to write the GED exam in January 1997, with plans to take
correspondence courses to complete a "regular Grade 12," Karen's goals included social
work, for she wanted to "help people." Diane's funue goals were "to finish school in here
before 1get out, and hopefully find something - like 1 want to work with little childre~
you Imow, or younger children, SUE iïke that."

In the closed environment of the prison, it is perhaps not dSïcuit to make
educaîiod plans for the fùture which may be somewhat unrealistic, or the reality of which
may not be M y understood by the student. Hence we have seen some women with
relatively low educational levels planning for professional careers which may in reality be
quite out of reach prior to completion of a great deal of preparatory acadernic work, and
indeed some professions may be closed to the women in light of their criminal records
alone. W e it important not to thwart the dreams the -dents

have for their futures, it is

important they be assisted in setthg realistic, attainable goals.
The Second Teacher - Martha
W1th an

American teaching degree and many years' teaching experience in both the

United States and Canada, Martha applied for, and in February 1996 obtained, one of
three substitute teaching positions at the Edmonton Institution for Wornen. While Martha

had not previously taught in a correctional institution, nor had she experience in the area
of adult education, an interest in women's issues and the femuiist movement led her to
courses and substantive readhg in these areas, and, combined with a great interest in

working with women, acted as the motivation behind her application for the position.

'When 1 came here 1 didn't know anything about CSC,1didn't know anythuig about
Excalibur and its philosophy and how it works, and 1hadn't had any real work with
women in prison," Martha advised. Although having subbed at the institution extensively
for months prior to our October 1996 interview wMe Arlette was away on medical or
compassionate leave, and having become the sole substitute teacher in April 1996, Martha
felt she had not been appnsed of rnany important details.
1 never talked to Excalibur. I was working with Arlette; she was the one in contact
with Excaiibur all the time, so 1had no contact with them really, except they would
cail once in a whiie and say, "Can we help you?' but I've never seen their
philosophy . ActuaiIy I've been reading it, the information that I have here - I've
been reading their stuff, but 1 never had anything to do with them. 1 don? know
what their contraa is with the institution; I've never signed a form for Excalibur
except to come on as a sub; I've never signed a contract with them; I don't know
what the budget is for the school; I don? know any of that stuE So 1just l e m
things as 1 go dong. So I go by the needs of the women. That's been my thing.
Rather than Excalibur says this, the pnson says that, it's what do the women need,
and cm I do it? And if I can, I will, and if1 can't, I'Il find out who can.

Martha explained the philosophy by which she approached her role as prison educator.
My philosophy is that they are wornen first and prisoners second, so 1 treat them as
women first, and then if the other plays a part, then, it's always in the background
there, but ifit doesn't have to be brought to the fore, then it's not. They're not
treated like pnsonen, they're treated like women, and 1 think that for women, the
best thing they c m learn is independence. Actually that's me of everybody but
women are lachng this so much more. From school on they're not really trained to
think in terms of career, like boys are, and even though we know women have to
work we still haven't made that a reai part of the training and a real part of the
philosophy of the school, to make sure that girls understand that they've got to train
because halfof them will be divorced, and most of them wiil have children, and moa
of the children h g in poverty are living with single mothers, so somehow we've
got to get this thinking so that they plan for their own Me,plan for independence,
and when women come in here, that's my philosophy of the whole thing, is help
them plan for independence. Help them plan for what they're going to do when
they leave here.

Ensuring course calendars were made available to the students, Martha ùivited and
encourageci the women to see for themselves "what the possibilities are; you might get a
whole bunch of ideas that you never thought of before, but whatever you do, plan

While Mette had spoken mainly of rnatters pertaining to the set-up of the school
and Ebrary, and of the rnany challenges, both institutional and pesonal, with which she

had to deal and which dernanded her full attention during her t h e there, Martha spoke
almoa exclusiveiy about the students during Our taped interview.

And what's really interesthg is that a lot of the women here have corne in with a
plan. Like one says I've got to finish my GED; the one thing 1 want to do most is
finish my GED,so that's her pian, and the other one says she wants to go back and
work on her reserve, and she knows where she wants to work, so she's working
towards that. And she's f i h g in all the gaps. She h o w s that there are gaps in her
education. Why they happened 1have no idea, à doesn't really matter, but she
knows there are gaps, and so she's t@ng to fiIl these gaps in. She's working on the
math now and going through and making sure she understands everythmg step by
step. And the other woman, her goal is to finish this one course for her high school.
She's pregnant now and she has another child, so for right now her energies are
towards finishing this and carrying through with her prepancy. It's too hard for her
to plan too far ahead, but she is thinking in terms of what she wants to do once the
baby's bom and she's home and off parole. She's got a job waiting for her at home,
in the f d l y business, but 1t u she wanted to think beyond that, is starting to
thùik beyond that.
And there was another one who, up to Grade 6 she didn't leam anything, and she
can't tell, 1was asking her what happened in Grade 6 that she finally could begin to
read. She doesn't remember, she doesn't know what it was. Someone told her
she's dyslexic, but she doesn't know what kïnd, she doesn't even know who told her
this. You know, there was a time when everybody was dyslexic, that was the one
word that came up constantly, so I'm not sure Xthat was during that time of, i f 3
was an actual test. She's not sure, but she's been able to adapt. She's really quite
bright, in my opinion, and she's quite high on the scores, and her goal is to leam she jus wants to leam, so she's really motivated to leam, to upgrade, and then once
she feels she's ready for Grade 10, 11 and 12, then to go into those. Actually 1 think
we ordered her a course. We did, but in the meantirne sheysworking at the basics.

She's going to school fiilltirne.

Some Gentle Spirit
huing the course of the interview Martha advised she had spent years iiving in a

convent, having been a teaching nun. While no longer a nun, her years in the convent
seem to have aven her a special affinity for the wornen with whom she was currentiy
working, and she spoke of the similarities between convent and prison Ue.

In the convent, in the first years when you're not workuig in the field ali you have to
concentrate on is what's in fiont of you, the walls around you. We couldn't read
any newspapers, we couldn't watch the news, we could ody read holy books, and so
you were concentrating on the person who's got a mess over here, or the person
who makes too much noise slamming the door, or the person that doesn't clean the
sink. 1 know what [the inmates] are t a h g about, 1 know how your world narrows
in. It becomes narrow, and 1think the big point of this prison has got to be to keep
those wails getting wider and wider, keep it fiom getting narrower and narrower.
And that's one of the rasons also why, when the women need something, if 1 c m
get it to you this minute 1 will. If it takes five minutes 1I
do it but 1 wiU not let it
drag on, because I've also been in that w a i ~ position,
g
where you always have
somebody making the decisions for you. You're waiting for days and weeks

sometimes to know whether you're going to aay [as a teacher] in this school or go
on into another school. Nobody discussed it with you, but you know that on some
day within the next two weeks this thing is going to corne out. You're going to h d
a letter on your bed, and then you know whether you're staying or whether you're if you have no letter you're staying, if you have a letter on your bed you're going,
but this can take weeks; there's a buildup of weeks before this happens. Nobody
discussing it with you, or you're waiting for sornebody to cal1 back, you're always
waiting for a superior, always waiting, and it 's a killer. It b ~ g your
s self-esteem
down, so when they [the inmate-students] have something that needs doing, it's
important. It's important in their Me and 1will m a t it with importance, and that
again brings up their self-esteem, but if it is of no importance, then they are of no
importance, that's the feeling you get. So 1 think we just have to keep reversing
these things.
There are certain channels you have to foliow in here, and they take tirne, and if
somebody, you're supposed to go [to a meeting] this week well maybe that person
got sick, they were supposed to be at the meeting, well then you have to wait
another week or whatever. So where you have to do it 1 guess you have to do it,

but where it's avoidable, avoid it. How do they stay rnotivated in their own
programs and in themselves if nobody finds thern important and their needs
important?
While in Martha's view security and the good order of the institution were deemed
to be important to CSC, she did not perceive CSC would view the women as important at

that point in t h e .
Foilowing our discussion of the Santa Cruz Women's Prison Project, Manha stated
that ifshe were staying on as the teacher in the institution, she wodd work toward
creating similar programs, incorporahg the creative in the learning taking place. She

Uidicated an interest in having several of the women participate in a novel discussion,

based on an article she had read in the NutionaI Calholzc Reporter.

It taiked about a program where [inrnates] had a discussion group on a novel, where
they would discuss the character and what happens, and the development and ail,
cause and effects kinds of things. What they found was the people who had come to
this session, nobody came back into the prison, and my guess is that it would be [for]
a couple of reasons. One, they would see themselves mirrored in the successes and
Ui the failures of the person in the book. They see, I think, the successes and failures
of the character in the book, and what leads to success and what leads to failure, and
the other one is that 1think they begin to think bigger than inside here. They begh
to think social events, they begin to think life, they get a Life kind of thing, where in
prison there are so many small things they are always constantly concentrating on,
and it's iike seeing, getting a life actualiy, and they 1think get excited again, come
alive again, get motivated again, and go out and get on with it.
The thing that 1 would hope happens in this prison (and 1haven't had enough
expenence with other prisons) but what 1 see happens is that when they come in,
they've been fighting laws, rebelling a lot of thern, and they just continue that
mentality in here, and for some of them it's jua fight, fight, fight, fight, every littie
thing is an uproar. If you didn't go and get coffee Ui the school, weli you know that
would be a big thing to get upset about. But hopefùiiy in seeing other things, they
wiU get beyond this four walls shiff, tthink bigger. They've got to get out of this
mentality, and I think literature and discussions, programs, will do that, so these
things become smail things. 1 know what they're talking about, because I lived like
that [when] 1 was in the convent.
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Interestingly, Martha's words echo those of Susan, and illustrate the potentid for active
participation by both Susan and Martha in the creation of a very nch curriculum. And
Martha's current, significant interest in the Making Connections curriculum holds some
very exciting possibilities for future literacy leaniing oppomnities for students involved in
the Fireweed Education Centre.
Following Ariette's resignation as prison educator at EIFW, Martha was indeed
chosen as the new teacher, and through her involvement with the Catholic Women's

League and the generosity of that organizatioq bursaries are now avaiiable to students at

EIFW for studies at the post-secondary level.

CE4PTER EIGHT
-4ND LIFE REVIVES

The f k t year of opemion of the Fireweed Education Cenrre was a difficult one.
complicated as it was by the series of very serious' UIlfortunate incidents. The school, like
the instinition, had held a great deai of promise for new ways of r e l a ~ to
g incarcerated
women, new ways of fostering and numiring wornen's growth and developrnent, e ~ c h k g
the possibilities for their lives and the choices they could make. Philosophies of

empowennent, healing and growth had filled the vision. The unfortunate realities of life in
prisons. and the dangers inberent for inmates and staff &e.

however, served to severely

overshadow that vision. The many crises, both personal and institutional, resulled in
death, illness, the resignations of corrections staff as well as the teacher, and significantiy
affected the education of dl the snidents both quantitatively and qualitatively.
For Ariette these months became a time of bare survival, and while a researcher
would normally expect a "subject" to put her best face fonvard, this would have been a
monumental task for .&lene in light of her expenences leading up to and during the weeks
of our meetings. She needed to speak about issues more crucial than curricula, and had
more pressing concems than those of the researcher, for there was a great deal more
involved in her life as prison educator at that t h e . Trauma and death and survival in a
pend environment, while difficult for everyone, c m be expected to have a great and
adverse impact on contract personnel such as teachers.
Due to the isolation Arlene experienced within the instininon, where discussion of
concem and hstrations seems not to have been possible, it was perhaps narurai that

much of our discussion during our many hours together gave her a much-needed
opportmity to break the silence she had necessarily maintained during the period of
investigation following the incidents, and in light of the media focus. Hence, rather tàan

speaking of the details of the reading and writing curricula, Arlerte needed more urgently
to speak of her concerns regarding her place and her experiences within rhe institution,
and rhe rnany frusuations inherent in sening up the school and of being a contract
employee in nich an environment. In light of our discussions, which brou@ a geat deal
to the fore for Arlette, she was forced to re-examine her work in the insanirion, made
more difficult by the persona1 tragedies and illnesses which had such a signïfiicant impact
upon her. Upon re-evaluation of al1 these factors, Arlette chose to resign.
.Uthough unanticipared changes in research focus were necessitated by events at the
Edmonton Institution for Women, it is nonetheless possible to ascertain answers to the
original research questions as we seek: (a) the Correctional Senice of Canada's definition
of literacy dnving the prison literacy programme; (b) the ways in which the cuniculum

and supporting matenals work to support this puniew; (c) the impacts of rhis definition
and the supporting curricular rexts and instructional merhods upon the students; and (d)
the resultant Literacies, cornpetencies, and skills inmate students will possess as they serve
the remainder of their sentences and are released back into the community.
(a) NoMithstanding the new vision promulgated by the Creanng Choices task force

report, CSC's definition for prison literacy education had not been responsive to the
recommendations contained therein. Available CSC documents indicared completion of
Grade 10 remained the rneasure against which offenders were to be rendered literate, with
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this Limited schooling serving at the very least to keep the inmates productively occupied
Yo opportunity was available for me to ascertain an expanded CSC perspective, as
repeated requests to meet with the Warden regarding her vision for the school were
responded to only insofar as she was not avdable or not in the institution, and although
an appointment was made with the Deputy WardedDirector of Education for which she
chose both the date and Mle, she was subsequently absent fkom the institution on the day
of our scheduled meeting. Thus it was impossible to gamer the vision the Warden andior
Deputy-Warden held for the educational enterprise at the Edmonton Institution for
Women a vision which undoubtedly caries significant consequences for the educational
endeavour and for the teachers and students involved.
The Correctional S e ~ c of
e Canada c m be clearly seen to restrict women's access
to education in several ways. CSC's mandate is to offer education to the Grade 10 level
only. Courses at the Grade 11 and 12 levels will be fûnded by CSC only for those women

upon whom CSC is willing to expend the financial cost. CSC will not pay for p s t secondan, courses. and by maintaining inmate pay at exceedingly low levels does not offer
the means by which inmare-students cm acquire the costs of tuition and books for post-

secondary courses available through distance educauon programs from several educational
insurutions throughout the country. CSC can dictate educational program for students
which may not reflect rhe women's choices, abilities, or interests, thus seming to M e r

disempower them. Even classrwm size physically resaicts the number of students able to
participate in educational programming. In addition?non-support of correctional
educators by CSC staff can be seen to adversely impact the teachen and resultantly the

snidents as weil.

(b) Whiie CSC cm be seen to severely remict inmate-students' educational

opporninities and possibilities for independence, positive growth and change, the teaches
hold the potential for nurnuing the reversai of that process. The vision held by Arlene for
the education of the women was exceedingiy positive, delineated as it was as being
holistic, empowering nansformative, and infused with a state of openness and receptivity.
Manha defined her vision as education for independence and widening the walls of the

institution. Amidsr the crises and confusion of the first year: however, it would seem the
teachea, tbrough the learning experiences offered to the students, in acniality supported
CSC'S definition, seMng to resaict literacy learning to decontextualized, solitary

workbook activities with questionable value or relevance for the students involved.
While allusions had been made by Arlette to a critical pedagogy grounded in the
work of Freire, and to an holistic, empowering approach to education, there is Iimited
evidence to suggest such theory was nanslated into practice. A storage room filled with
significanr q h t i e s of Laubach workbwks in multiple copies for each level would
suggest that women's lower literacy level education was to be osered through this means;
indeed, the sheer numbers of rhese workbooks would indicate it was anticipated they
would be used by the expected major@ of low-literate women. The women themselves
confirmed the use of such curricular materials, and offered little indication of the use of
any other materials or modes of learning.
(c) The impact of such a narrow view of literacy offered the women through CSC's
definition of literacy and the curricular materials presented to them would suggest a

continuation of rnuch they had experienced before - restricted choices, continued
dependence on others, and a lack of meanin30ful, relevant, intellecnially stimulating, and
life-enrichin;, life-enhancing educational oppomiaities.
(d) Prison literacy education based on solitary independent work in resnicted
competency-based materials c m offer students little more rhan literacy for continuing
dependence on extemal authorities and conforrnity to their place in socieiy. with few, if
any. new ways of expenencing themselves and their world enabhg them to strive toward,
or even see the possibility for, empowered, enriched lives.
lncarcerated smdents' abilîties to effect meaningfd change remain severely
resaicted, for if the prison school is full there is no other school to apply to: if inmate
seMces are required for work in other areas of the institution, they do not have the option
of refbsing to work to actend school instead. Should they be unable to afford post-

secondary courses, they are also unable to access work which would pay enouph to allow
hem to Save for tuition and books. Shouid they be ûansferred fiom one institution to
another. they have no assurance as to wherher or not their course materials will be sent
with h e m to the receiving institution, or if there will be adequate, if any. educational

oppominities available to them.
Many of the women have had years of educational opporninities in prisons. and if
they have not progressed in, or been changed by, their educational endeavours, the cause
could lie as much from what they have been offered as fiom the energies they have been
willing to expend on their studies. Indeed it is possible the curricula and materials offered

them have not been worthy of their energies or their time.

with preparation of the school and library for the influx of students, remarkably the last
few mon& of the fim year of operation may be seen as reflecring that earlier time: a new
teacher with her own philosophy of correctional ducation, finding her way and her place

in a pend environment; students one by one being tramfened to the institution,
undergohg the required educational assessments for determination of appropriate levels
for continuation of schooling and seeking permission to attend; smdents meeting and
adjusting to the institution, to each other, to their new teacher, to the more secure

environment, and to a philosophy of comections which had reverted back to its more rigid
form. The positive learning experiences resulting fkom enriching programmes such as
those oflered at Bedford Hiils and Pine Grove, however, stand as rich alternatives for both

students and teachers at EIFW, with possibilities not reflected in classrooms where
prisoners work through prepackaged materials, isolated fiom one another as each works
at her own level on her own subject in her own book at her own desk, each one's

vision

narrowed to the Nling in of this blank or the circling of îhat answer.

In the teacher's han& is the potential for rebirth, and in cun-iculum development the
vibrant possibilities for new life for the school and the students, through empowennent,
healing, growth, the expanding of horizons, the intellectual opening of doors and the
pushing back of walls. Martha, and ail prison educators holding similar visions, are
desening of much support in their efforts, not o d y and necessady from the Correctional
SeMce of Canada, but cxucially fkom the wider community as well. While Arlette was

unable to realize her vision for the Fireweed Education Centre, undoubtedly due in large
measure to the early challenges she faced which took valuable time and energy from her
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teaching role and duties, she did prepare the ground upon which Martha may now build.
While systemic institutionai barners will c o n ~ u to
e confine the leamine, experiences

possible for inmate-students, the very real possibility offered by Collins - that teacher
autonomy in choice of curriculum is noi as resaicted by those in authority as had been
supposeci, and that a fairly wide terrain exhs within which teaches may exercise their

own professional judgment in interpreting c ~ c u l u -m will numire our hope for the
fiuition of those vibrant possibilities now resting in the tacher's hm&.

If education is to capture the mincis, hearts and imaginations of the snidents, surely
the students musr be offered ideas, texts, and activities wonhy of their tirne, thought, and

energies. Inmate-students rnust be given the opportunity for active, creative participation
in their own educational endeavoun, m u t be nurtured and prodded as women capable of
intelligent thought with potential for the creation of knowledge, capable of raising their

own questions and seeking their own answers. The consequences of education that is
anything less cornes with a price more than they, or we, should be willing to pay.
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